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Admissions Outlook
Brightens for '76-'77
By DA YlD McDONOUGH
Kenyon will have a larger selection
from which to choose next year's
freshman class than it did last year.
according to Director of Admissions
John Kushan. As of this date, there
have been 1130 applicants for the
class of 1980. Kushan said that he
expects about 100 more, although the
official deadline for applications was
March 1. These figures show the'
number of applicants up from last
.year's total of 1151.
Of the applications received to
date, 525, not quite half, have come
from women. Kushan said that 16 to
18 black students applied to Kenyon
for next year. a number which he
called "about average." He said that
the applicants were split "about half
and half" between public and private
school students.
The admissions office has nOI yet
finished accepting sruceots, hut
Kushan said he expected to admit
two-thirds to three-quarters of all
applicants, or about 800 to 850
students. According to statistical
analyses of past years, Kushan said
Kenyon could expect 400-425 of
those students accepted to enroU.
John Kushan
Although the office has not ye
compiled figures on the mean SA
scores, class ranks, or other academi
indicators of next year's freshmen,
he did say that he had noted "fewer
low SAT scores than in the past. In
addition, Kushan said that there were
about seven percent fewer applicants
for financial aid than from last year's
at
College Scraps Plans
For Manager System
By MAlTHEW D. SMITH
Kenyon has abandoned its
previously announced plan to
"revitalize" the position of house
manager, Director of Student
Housing Ross Fraser told the
Collegian Ihis week. The decision
was made after Student Council's
Housing Committee expressed
student displeasure with the plan.
Ross Fraser
"Their duties will be essentially the
same as they have been," he said.
Instead of becoming what some
students labeled as "an upperclasa
R.A:' or "den mother,' the house
manager will maintain a lower
profile, working primarily in con-
junction with Maintenance.
One difference is that there is now
a 'formal application process,
"Previously they had been chosen by
the Director of Student Housing,
who did it by word of mouth,"
Fraser said, "Now there is a detailed
application, and a selection com-
mittee, composed of two council
members, two house managers and
the Director of Student Housing;"
Also new is a policy, worked out
by Fraser and the Student Council,
of collaboration between house
managers and members of the
Student Council.
~ The final plan has been some time
t in the making. "Council formed an
!' ad hoc committee to review the
'S matter; the committee recommended
8- the jobs stay the same," Fraser said.
.1 "I didn't anticipate so much
~ discussion, and thus thought the
- matter would be resolved before
It spring vacation," he added, "I felt
fl the discussion was a good thing,
i though:'
i "Those hopeful of serving as
house managers should be nctjfled
by the 1st of May:' Fraser noted.
"We don't want the managers to
force things on people," Fraser said.
"Thus, their duties are clearly
defined."
The deadline for submission of an
application for the job of house
manager is 14 April. .
Kristol to lecture on,
'Capitalism Tcxlay'
Irving Kristcl, co-editor of "The
Public Interest," a journal of urban
and social problems, and Henry R.
Luce Professor of Urban Values at
New York University, will aive the
fifth in a series of Bicentennial
Lectures at Kenyon.
Kristol's lecture is one in the
Bicentennial Lecture Series, spon~
soeed jomtly by the Kenyon Public
Affairs Forwn aDd the Kenyon-
Mount Vcrnoo Committee Oil the
Bicentennial. In addition to bein& a
columnist for the Wall SfIW'
JOlm,.I. lristol has written
numerous CSlayS and articles dealing
with PoUtical Sdcncc. A re=ttly
published coDection is entitled "On
the Democratic Idea in America. "
He is also the author of "The
American Historian and American
Democracy," as well as co-editor of
"Capitalism Today,"
Professor Kristol will address
himself to questions concerning the
nature of capitalism, its current
problems, and its prospects. His
lecture will also consider the changes
that have taken place in the un~
dentanding and practice of
capitalism in the United States since
1716.
11tc lecture, eptltled "Capitatism
Today" wiD be presented at 8 p.m.,
Friday, April 9, in the Biology
Auditorium.
Kenyon CoUeat, Gambler, Oblo 4J022
Sexism at Kenyon
Enderle Announces Resignation
By VICKI BARKER
Glenda Enderle, one of Smythe
House's two counselors, has an-
nounced her resignation 10 the
Collegian, although not to the
Kenyon administration, citing the
"woman issue" as fundamental to
her decision.
In an explanatory statement
submitted to the Collegian
y~terday (reprinted in full on page
3), Enderle also stated that she had
been "denied opportunity to par-
ticipate fully in the life of the
college" received "unsatisfactory
treatment with regard to professional
and contractual issues:' and found
the psychological atmosphere un-
satisfactory and the educational
philosophy and values here at
·varience with her own.
"Given aU the other areas of
concern I expressed, a male in my
position and with my values and
philosophies I suspect would have
had a more positive experience,
especially with regard to contract and
salary concerns," she said.
In addition to her own experiences
at Kenyon, she cited "the tremen-
dous pain and rage that comes from
watching female colleagues try to
earn a place of legitimacy here, and
frequently being treated in what
seems to me a humiliating and
,d3!ading way.
Glenda Enderle
"The list gets longer:' she said.
"Dunn. Patton, Kasperowicz,
Leftwich, Schermer, Decker, Pengra,
Grimm, in just my four year stay.
Before me Fifield, Kopp, Crozier, of
whom I've heard. There may be
others. RaUy, can we all be wrong?"
Enderle said she had considered
resigning last year, but "I decided
against it, hoping the new president
would he different." The Schermer
tenure case this fall was one of the
events which finalized her decision to
leave, she said. When her contract
was sent to her for renewal, she
simply did nOI return it by the March
29 deadline,
President Jordan, when asked to
comment on Enderle's resignation,
said "I know no more directly about
(her 'resignation') than what the
Collegian has said. Therefore 1 have
bJ no comment .. .She has not submitted
i a resignation; nor has she submitted
~ a statement to me... As President, Ii do not know what her intentions
Dare."s
~ "If she has chosen to leave, If
i
regret that," he said. "She's made an
. important contribution to the
!!2 community via her role at Smythe!House."
In addition to her duties as an
individual and group counselor,
Enderle has led workshops in per-
sonal growth, assertiveness training,
sexuality, life planning, health,
therapy, and leads a hi-weekly
discussion with interested facuhy
members on the psychological
dimensions of their work in the
college. She has taken part in R. A.
training, served as a consultant to
community groups, and has worked
for the women's Center since its
early stages.
At tbis point, her plans after
leaving Kenyon this May are "un-
decided."
Provost Outlines Five Calendar
Possibilities
By CHARLFS GUSRUD
Provost Brace Haywood, who sees
the "too constant working rhythm"
in the current calendar as
"academiCally destructive," has
outlined five possible calendars for
the academic year 1977-19'78. His
proposals, presented in a Feb, 15
letter to the faculty, range from a
model of next year's calendar to
some radicaUy new ones,
"I'm trying to get people
thinking," Haywood told the
Collegia"; "there is such a limited
time in the undergraduate years, and
it's time that should be used ef-
fectively." Although the fmal
decision on a calendar rests with the
president, both the facuhy and
Student Council wiU make recom-
mendations.
Haywood was anxiow to point out
that he is seeking questions and
reactions to the proposals, "11m not
here just sort of juutina things
around; I'm trying to get the com-
munity to see how these arc chosen."
Regarding the student-teacher
relationsbip, he said, each proposal,
pushes it in a different way; "each
bolds on to certain things that exist."
The first model is "simply the
semester calendar for next year
projected out for lm-I9'78 ." ltea)).
for sIipdy unequal semesters, and
t1u! provolt sea pollsible disad-
vantaacs In an "eleven week run of
classes" 81 tht beainnina of the fall
semester, as well as a Christmas
vacation of only two and one half
weeks.
Models "IIA" and "liB" consist
of three terms of three, three, ao4
two-course enrollments, res~veIY.
The former plan would be made up
exclusively of 7O-minute c1useI
meetin& three til1le:'l ~ in the
first two terms and four times per
week in the final term. In the latter
plan, SO-minute clas8eI would meet
Monday tbrouah Friday ia tho lint
for '77-'78
two terms, the third being the sante
ofthat model "ItA",
Model "110" calls for longer
vacations: one week in November
and three each for Christmas and
spring break. This, however, is in-
tended "as a balance against the
more concentrated class schedule of
the weeks when the college is in
session, (It makes] the assumption of
some general reading and the like
being done in other times of the
year." Making a distinction between
a vacation and a class break,
Haywood suggested that one week of
the longer "vacations" might be
spent at Kenyon on papers, for
example. to leave time for other types
of work when cl8SIICS were meeting.
He feels nonetheless .that each
proposal would require "essentiaUy
the same amount of COllIe work" as
does the current calendar.
Calendar model 00111" "assumes
that each student will be enrolled for
four fuD year enpgements with
disciplines." It calls for 88 SO-minute
clesses of 60 7G-minute classes, and
would aDow subdivisions of courses
into halves or tbirds by individual
departments.
Haywood's "3~1""''' calendar is
model "IV,;' It caDs foratwo-term
first semester, with enroJlmellt to
three courses until~. ucl
in only ODe count from 'thea. until
Cbristmas; the second smnes~
would be conventional. Hke thlt 01
next ymr'.I-alendar.
Haywood noted that·",....
proposals could be m8cle. aad'....
were onlybillullestions ofv~ ,,,.,.,, "
alternativa, He personally iodiClUlCl
.. ..., ............. them.
Pace 1
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Awakenings
Afler years of occasionally fitful slumber Kenyon.College, which
has delighted in describing itself as a literary; arcadia and idyllic in-
tellectual community, is awakening to the realization that certain of its
more significant members are more than a little dissatisfied. Students
and women faculty have found that certain conditions in this com-
munity have grown so intolerable that they have been moved, not just
to public protest, but to action.
,
After five resignations in seven mpnths, and after three complaints
filed with the Equal Employmery Opportunity Commission, the
college must acknowledge the tlar-s in an academic community that
drives away its female members,;and take immediate steps to rectify
the situation. Critics of the departing women scoff at the vagueness of
their charges. It is true that, just as there is no single arch-villian to
blame for the exodus. there has been no single, immense wrong
committed. Sexist attitudes show themselves in myriad small ways day
after day. How can you take someone to court for snickering at a
meeting? But the fact that one woman has chosen to leave the college
with no future job beckoning and no guarantee of glowing rec-
commendations from the institution she has repudiated shows the
seriousness of the situation.
Students have also sensed injustice at Kenyon. 'They have felt
compelled to do something about the inequitable housing
arrangements for women and independent men. The proposed sleep-
in on Saturday (see Letters column opposite) is the first demonstration
of its kind since the early 1970's and has the potential to be resoun-
dingly successful or merely juvenile, depending on the attitude taken
by the participants. It 'should be' noted that student demands at
Kenyon's last demonstration were met by the administration.
At Tuesday's first annual Sophomore Dinner, President Jordan
lauded students for displaying characteristics which he associated with
the 1950·s. Women faculty frankly airing grievances and the
emergence of CLOK show us that we may benefit also from a healthy
,dose of sixties indignation.
Media Heads Selected
By CHARLES GLASRUD The Media board, which has four
voting faculty and four voting
student members, received no ap-
plication for Reveille editor. Student
Chairman Anthony Wood says that
the deadline for applications has
been extended to today. Wood told
the Collegian that several people had
expressed interest in the post.
WKCO, under the Media Board
but with an internal structure for
choosing its head, picked Bones
Fisher as Station Manager.
After interviewing applicants last
Thursday and Friday, the Media
Board has chosen publications heads
for the 19'76-77school year.
Vicki Barker, who ran unopposed,
is the new Editor-in-chief of the
Collegian; also unopposed was Peter
King. who will edit Perspective for a
second year. David Warner, John
Keith, Chip Burke and Tom Toch
will co-edit Phototype. which will be
revived after not being published this
year.
Editor of Hika will be Mitch
Webb, chosen from three applicants;
Ray Hub1e)4 current Film Society
bead, was chosen for another term
from a fiekl of six.
Correction: Giovanni Costigan
(Co/Jegian. April I) referred to the
poet and dramatist. John Millington
Synge, whose middle name was
misspelled "MiUiian."
Letters To The Editor
THE KENYON COLLEGIAN encourages teuers to the Editor. All submissions must be typed. The
Editor reserves the right to edit all material while maintaining the original intentions 0/ the par-
ticular submission.
False Objectivity
To the Edltnr:
The sad thing about the current
controversy over the question of
"sexism" at Kenyon is that men fail
to see that it is precisely the altitudes
that they sincerely believe 10 be
"objective" that arc perceived as
discriminatory by many women. It is
not only obvious acts of injustice
that cause offense.' Assumptions.
judgments, and language that men
take for granted as natural, fair. and
reasonable are often experienced by
women as prejudicial and offensive.
If, instead of defending ourselves
as no worse than others, proclaiming
our personal and institutional
righteousness. and complaining that
women are over-sensitive. men were
to make a serious effort to un-
derstand why many women perceive
our best efforts at "objectivity" as
discriminatory. some progress might
be possible. Just so long as we
dismiss feelings of injustice, which
feelings clearly exist and are
therefore real. as if they were non-
existent or insignificant, we per-
petuate the problem. Women are not
in fact being treated as equals if the
way we do things and the nuances of
our manner towards them effectively
make them feel unequal.
R. F. Hettlinger
C.L.O.K. Strikn
To the Editor:
last week's edition of the
Collegian was a devastating com.
mentary on the problems of sexuality
at Kenyon College. One reflection of
blatant sexual discrimination is
related to the housing issue, and to
this problem alone we now address
ourselves.
As Kenyon students, we first
acknowledge our own guilt at not
acting 'sooner to rectify the
discriminatory housing situation in
this residential community. Before
this point in time, we, along with
many other students, strove for
changes within the "proper chan-
nels." However, these traditional
channels have been procrastinating
too long over problems which
discriminate against, alienate, and
often drive away a significant section
of the Kenyon community, We
condemn the administration for not
acting for the sake of the whole; the
"Old Kenyon" in fact no longer
exists, Until administrative policy
reflects the evolutionary needs of the
I
community, the tension and
hostilities which now enervate that
community portend its demise.
We present the following alter-
natives to the present housing
situation, acknowledging that some
(relatively slight) implementation
problems exist. The question to keep
in mind here is what the costs are to
the Kenyon community of not
providing equal and fair housing
opportunities for all. The attitude
fostered by the current system is that
men and women cannot live together
except in a sexual context. We argue
against this perverted idea of in-
terpersonal relationships, and
contend that all are to gain by the
experience of community living as
sexual equals. Equality will not come
until facilities are equalized.,
The alternatives:
(I) The IFC plan, urging the start
of co-educational living on the Hill
by placing women in West Division.
This would open 60 residential spaces
on the Hill. No fraternities would be
affected.
(2) The various alternatives
suggested by Joe Hall, a member of
the IFC housing committee:
(a) Move the Archons to West
Division, women into South Hanna.
Open the basement of Leonard to
women. The total number of beds
would be 128. 27.3070of the housing
on the Hill. This alternative does not
directly pose a threat to the more all-
male oriented fraternities in Old
Kenyon itself.
(b) The Delts and Peeps switch,
and the Archons move to West
Division. Based upon Bushnell, one-
half of Manning, South Hanna. and
one-half of Leonard for women's
residency. 161 beds or 34.3OJoof Hill
housing would be available for
women.
(c) Switch the Delts and the Peeps,
moving the Betas to West Division.
Since there are two bathrooms in the
south section of Middle Leonard one
could be designated for women. The
Psi Us and Peeps could then be co-ed
with women on two floors. This
solution yields ISS beds.
(d) Hanna would be all women;
the Delts and the Peeps would
switch. The Phi Kaps would move to
West Division; the D Phis would
move to one side of Bushnell. The
Archons would move to Watson, and
the displaced independents would
move to Mather or Caples.
It is too difficult to elaborate on
these proposals within the context of
this letter. We are not specifically
committed to any of them. The fact
is that a variety of practical alter-
natives are available and have been
worked out with consideration given
to the need and desires of various
fraternities and organizations.
The security problem has been
virtually eliminated. In terms of
bathroom facilities: if the moral
question of human rights is to be
dealt with in terms of urinals (for
men) and bathtubs and full-length
mirrors (for women), then Kenyon
should admit its refusal to deal with
the difficulties of liberally educating
human beings in contemporary
society.
We believe that the time has come
for the Kenyon community. par-
ticularly the student body, to rouse
itself from its lethargic insensitivity.
For this reason we now appeal to you
to join us in a demonstration of
concern and solidarity on Saturday,
April 10 for a vigil on President
Jordan's lawn beginning at 4:00 p.m.
and lasting through the night. Our
intentions are not to be disruptive,
but to educate and provide for
discussion. Given the gravity of the
situation we sincerely believe that
adequate alternatives are not
available. Please join us.
Members of the Steering Committee,
CLOK
(Committee to Liberate Old Kenyon)
Mary Starrinski
Steve Barnett
AnaraGuard
To the Editor:
While I have no direct knowledge
of sexism at Kenyon.. 1 would like to
point out that the only college guide
available at the Bookshop
(Lovejoy's. revised 1974) still lists
Kenyon as a men's institution with a
women's coordinate college.
The publishers of Lovejoy's
request the listed colleges to provide
revised information as it becomes
current, so to keep their listing up-to-
date. In contrast, the guide 1 used
when I was applying to colleges had
actually contacted the schools and
obtained the information directly,
and they knew (this was in 1973)that
Kenyon had gone co-ed. The
procedure they followed made the
difference between accuracy (insofar
as accurate information was
available - I have reference to the
untrue admission statistics) and
invalid and untrue information; aDd
that says something about tbiI
(Continued on J1iIIf JJ
.ApriI', 1976 THE KENYON COLLEGIAN Paae)
(LeUers Continued from1page 2)
school's attitude toward women.
Nobody seems to have thought
that the new status of women at
Kenyon was important enough to
require a revision that could be made
simply by writing a short letter. No
one bothered to write toLovejoy~ in
1972,1973, or 1974 to tell them that
Kenyon had officially become a
coeducational college. nave no idea
if anyone's told them yet. If no one
has, Ihope someone wiU.
Joshua C. Newman
Highway 229 Revisited
Feb.',1976
Night
Dublin, Ireland
Dear Kenyon:
Because the leaves inGambier
Brown too quickly
Like the fatty meat-slabs
Students feed stray dogs
And because one barn burned
And the Friday-night drinkers
Spread their jackets
Or their raincoats
Or their ungloved palms
On the wet and wormy lawn
Their glowing pupils sucking the
flam es
As if through straws dipped in frot.hy
mllkshakes
And because the mist in the morning
Is sometimes thicker
'Than in the dope-rooms of Lewis
Where the world is being recreated
Monday through Sunday
With never a rest
And because the emptiness of Rosse
Hall
During a mid-week movie
Is more desolate than the
technicolored
"Sand of the Sahara"
Or "Into the Oven and Over the
Bridge"
And because bottles have been
broken
On the balcony of Lewis
Like the bones of tbe footbaD addicts
On McBride's crusty field
And because at Kenyon's cliff
One can watch the four-wheeled
binhday gifts
Sift into Mt. Vernon
While memorizing a IMlset
While pondering "What If I jum-
ped?"
And because the streets of Gambier
Are borrowed from a Wild West
movie
Where the only ammunition anyone
loads with
[s "Sit on my face'"
And because the Mohawk Dam
Is Iikethe tomb of a prophet
Where reeds throw like spears
rnto the aovemed waters
ADd because on a weekend night
lWo hands as frail as the shavinp
Of. poncil .
Two hands II thick as year-old aravy
Twoband.
Tenftnaen
Two stubs of two arms
May be found in the Library
Unpee)ins a book
And because in SpriDJlime
The beel are as ghastly a8'=-Because Dorm 3 must always remainDorm 3
Because [lJave slept outside Lewis
For three nights straight
My stomach churning pizza and beer
Because [have blown harmonica
Under the Table of Christ
While Philander Otase hovered
Foamins at the mouth and eyes 8Dd.....
Because) have O¥erlumed
Every bench on Middle Palb
Because l,bave overturned
Both beds in Lewis'
Bee&usc 1have turned over this poem
From. Oslo to Dublin •••
What can 1 say Kenyon?
I'm retumins to ydu
Likeaboomerala
And llblntl-lIOU~_.
Hope all iswelL
Enderle: "I'm a Person, Not a Cog"
The following is a statement submitted to the Collegian by Dr.
Glenda Enderle. explaining the conditions that led up to her decision
to restgnfrom her counseling post at Smythe House.
For those who are interested, here are my experiences and perceptions
which have led to my decision to discontinue my work at Kenyon College.
Since tbis is an explanation of why I'm not continuing, it's a statement about
things J don't like. Some experiences and some people have hem positive.
However, they obviously have been in the minority. I've orpnized my
concerns into the following outline.
A. Denied opportunity 10 porlkipale juiiy in 1M life of the Coli. tIS
evidenced by:
I. Not permitted to be a candidate for Senate or Faculty Council.
2. Not permitted to be considered for regular paniclpation on faeuhy
committees.
3. 'Provost's office muses to send me all announcements and reports which
routinely go to other members of the academic community.
4. Denied invitation to dinner honoring president. I received a luncheon
invitation but not dinner with the facuky.
B. Unsatisfactory treatment with ngard to professioMI and con/TQC/UIII
issues:
I. Contract has indicated a reduction in status and prl'vileae. durlna my
four yean of employment and promises made at time of hirl.1Ia haw DOt
materialized. I started as Assistant, then demoted to Adjunct Assistant
Professor and flllallylO no academic title.
2. No explanations about changes in my contract were given.
3. Salary increments have been low.
4. Received no response to a GLCA proposal I submitted to the provost.
S. Denied access to grievance procedures.
6. Denied professional insurance.
7. On several occasions I was given so short notice about meetings I was to
attend that I had little or no rime to rearrange other commitments and apo
pomtmems.
8. A general atmospbere and air that conveys to me that I should be aware
of my low status on the ladder of authority and thereby my opinions and
views deserve little attention and that sbouldn't surprise me.
C. Differences in educational philosophy and educatiOlUJIva/ues:
1. What I perceive as a majority view (but not exclusive) is that value
inquiry holds no legitimate place in this academic institution.
2. I perceive that reason and analysis are the only legitimate ways of
knowing and worth rewarding.
3. I perceive that concern on the part of the academic community for the
development of the whole person including values, emotionality (penonal
growth) and physical experience are disdained, considered anti-intellectual
and not only are not rewarded but punished. I consider such an atmosphere to
be detrimental to one's mental health and emotional we11-beiBg.
4. I see the role oftbe teacher as one of facilitator and not exdusively as the
authority who fills tbe vessel (students) with "truth'·as is the view beld by
what seems to be a majority of the teachers here.
D. [ experience 1M psychological atmosphert fUlStJlisjtlClory In the
'oJ/owingways: .
I. Generally only conservative views are accepted and valued. What was
considered conservative to moderate in graduate school is considered radical
bere.
2. An air of intimidation and fear is perpetuated. Especially as a new
member of the Faculty the feeling is conveyed that one ought to be glad to be
on Kenyon soil and you'd better watch out or you'D get nred. This is Dot a
very helpful or supportive way to begin one's work.
3. It seems authoritarian. People rarely talk directly to each other about
concerns. They run to the authority to report. People have spoken to Rowland
Stralghtealn& the Record
To the Editor:
I would like to correct a notion
reported in the AprR 1ColJesi4n. My
opinion is that J have not been
blatantly dUcriminatod apinst by my
coIteques because' of. my kl.
However, the fact that MINaia.
sexiJt attitudes exist amana Kenyon
faculty, students and staff is jn..
contestable.
You also misspelled my Dame.
CarDILibby
pror •• Our DUterate EIlte!
To tile EdItor:
Wbat you've JOt is not a loti
Only a few years ago the EusIisb
Department of Kenyon Collese had a
weit-eamed reputation as one of the
outstandina EnlHsh Depanmenu in
tbe country. It seems that your
present day professors express
themselves in a manner so ine!oqucot
as to make a mockery of any such
rtpUtation.
Rather than point to tJtre obvious
errors, such as "a lot'·, "I don't
think", daftaIina: ~ ad
split Infinitives, J sball qUCldiila only
Mr. Turner whether be sbou1d like
his stUdents to COJlStI'UQt a left
sentence rather tban the uJi&bt
sentence" to which fte aspired 11\yOUr
February 19 lII1ick, "The lWterate
Elite"?
Perhaps your ilJim.te elite Irt'
your faculty and not the Kenyon
studentll It miabt lCn'e each of the
erudite profc:uon well to put
"more inlistenee on ... imPfOViDl
1limseJf."
Mn. Al.... dcrM.0riIP
Your point is taken. but it is
important to remember that spoken
Eng(ish. punctU4ted as it is by VOC41
inflection, seems IIngmmJntlticaJ
when set down 011 ptlper: tM
professors quoted June ex{N'ffSSled
themstlVls grtlmmatkally and
eloqUlntly enough in tJttir ""'IftNOUS
published works.
1'heirltcluru IIttn 'tso btJd. at...
GolDa for IIaIOque
The GamblerIlaroquc 8_
wUl perform ch8mber DUUic. c. 1690-
1730. tomorrow niPt at 8:30 in
Rosse Hall Auditorium. Anita Burt,
soprano, wiD sins the dramatic
pastorale. Le Berer ~ by Jean
PhDippe Rameau. Lois Brehm will
perform a seleetion of Rameau's
harpsichord pieces. Kenneth Taylor,
oboe ami gamba, Clifford Weber,
violin and James Bailey. bassoon,
will also perform in the pastorate and
in trio sonatas by Couperia IDd
LociIIct.
.~. . .. .. . . ..
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about me but not directly to me. Also it's experienced as authoritarian in the
sense that it is considered inappropnate as well as dangerous to challenge the
authority. It seems autboritarian in that the impact of authority (the right
way) is given to certain life styles, values, philosophies, color, sex and modes
of interpersonal relations.
4. Interactions between people, especially in some committee meetings I've
attended and the Academic Assembly, are characterized more by a desire to
pick holes in what others are saying and thereby demonstrating one's
analytical skiU than by any desire to really understand the whole meaning of
what's being communicated.
S. Company-town atmosphere is unsatisfactory. The college will dictate
who can rent what houses, buy which land, live within how many miles, when
you can leave town, deduct from your payroll for 'academic regalia rental at
their convenience.
E. Women's [ssua
I. I fully support the views expressed by my female colleagues (Pengra,
Scbermer) with reprd to the meeting of the Faculty Council which was at-
tended by the Women's Caucus. I think the debate following that meeting
only proves the point that differences in socialization may lead to differences
in philosophies, values and perceptions-the very point we were trying to
make at the meetina. The experlenc:e was a very degrading one and added to a
IJowinIlist of interactioDl in which we are being told that our perceptions are
wrons or al best inaceurate and that male perceptions are correct and ac-
curate.
2. Another similar occuion wbich W8!I very degrading and disappointing
was a meeting in which Faculty Members were inYited to participate in a
discussion in which some women faculty were trying to explain tbeir views and
perceptions. This meeting was in response to an incident in the meeting of the
Academic AssemblY and we were encourqed by the provost to initiate it.Ms.
Decker made reference to this in her letter. Many colleagues seemed horrified
at what we considered to 6e a reasonable and logical explanation of our views.
Iwas left with the feeling of why so out on a limb to try to bridge the ever-
widening gap. Here 1 am doing it again.
3. President Jordan's comments in the last issue of the Co/llgian seem to
indicate that he too does not take our perceptions seriously and sees them as
erroneous. All this before the committee he appointed to advise him on the
matter haa even reponed. Why 80 throuah the motions of the commhtee-it
appears that his mind is already made up.
4. Stereotypical female values, philosophies. concerns are considered
inappropriate to the academic: Hfe here. These are Identified with the broader,
more integrated life of the whole person J discussed earlier. Concerns about
values. personal growth, inlet'personal relations. in addition to the rational
and analytical, seem to have little place in the institution which is so associated
with stereotypi~ male values, tradition and socialization.
S. The tremendous pain aDd 1'&JC that comes frQm watching female
coUeques try to earn a place of legitimacy here and frequently being treated
in what seem to me to be a humiliatiaa and desradilll way. The Dst JCt5
Ionaer: Dunn, Patton, Kasperowicz, Leftwich., Schermer, Decker, Peoara,
Grimm, just ia my four year stay. Before me Pif'IeId, Kopp:Crozier of whom
I've beard. 1ben:: may be others. 1lefI1Iy, caJt we aU bewrOlll'l
6. I coasider the woman issue DlOIt f\mdamental to my dedIiod 10 resllft.
Given aU the other areas of COItCCOI leqlfllsed, allMle in my positioD and
with my values and pbilOlOPbies I suspeel would have had a more positive
experience espec:iaUy with reaard to contract and salary concerns.
F. CrHtdus;on
These are the perceptions and experiences which have led me to the decision
that this is an educational environment wbich denieI me opportunity to make
a full contribution and. also which Is detrimental to my personal and
professional growth. I experience pressure to conform to some con'Yenient
institutional stnIctlD1i. People are lUred .. c:ep to fit the structure. I'"..
decided J don't fit. I'm a person not a COS.
•=p=..=.:.: ~m;;;E~KF.;;;.N;;;V~O~N~CO;;;L=L=EG;;;I~A~N= iilI._Arr:-J976_ _~ is
By VICKI BARKER
PART ONE
AdministratioDs aod Admbdstl'llton
He's supervised organizations,
committees, and subcommittees; he's
been thrown into swimming pools:
and has even, during the turbulent
sixties, been burned in effigy. He's
been at Kenyon longer than any other
administrator; if anyone should have:
insights and anecdotes about Kenyon
College, it's Dean Thomas J.
Edwards.
He came to Kenyon in 1954 as a
soccer, swimming, tennis, and in-
tramurals coach, Then in 1956
President Chalmers died, and when
the ~nsuing shuffle of personnel 'had
ended, Edwards had become the
college's first Dean of Students -
retaining his position as swim coach.
In those early years, when
enrollment wavered at about 430,
"there was a more relaxed at-
mosphere, a different pace to the
college," Edwards said. "And to be
cliched about it, Sputnik
dramatically changed, not only
Kenyon College, but higher
education. I think it was the largest
impact made other than the war
years. The pace of the college began
to change. Questions were being
asked that were difficult to answer
under prevailing circumstances."
A<; a result of these changes, and as
a result of the steady growth of the
college, responsibilities which had
hitherto been assumed by individual
faculty members began to fall under
the auspices of the dean. As ad-
ministrative areas of responsibility
increased, the administration grew;
Edwards gave up his coaching duties,
and more people joined the 'starr.
"The purpose of an administration
of a college, if you go back to its
original purpose, is to assist facuity
members by doing those things that
would take time away from teaching,
so they can devote themselves en-
tirely to teaching, " Edwards said.
"One of the things that does
concern me is that, as we become
larger, and as the administration
grows, and as we can tend to become
rnore bureaucratic. people feel that
what isn't their central duty doesn't
concern them at all." Edwards fears
that such an attitude can fragment
the college:
A Dean for All Seasons
Dean Thomas J. Edwards
"What one does in any part of the
college affects the other persons;
what kind of life students have in
residence at this campus really does
affect that person who teaches in the
classroom, and he upon the life," he
said.
With Dean Givens, he tries to be
available to students "for in-
fonnation purposes, counselling
purposes, whatever... What we try to
provide here is the opportunity, that.
if a student feels uncomfortable
talking to one person, there's another
person available. Personalities are
different," he said. "Some women
like to talk to a man; some men like
to talk to women."
A question that has concerned
many in recent months' is the extent
to which administrations and ad-
ministrators should try to effect
change within the student body, and
the extent to which students should
initiate these changes themselves.
"If people - members of the
faculty or administrative staff - are
professional they should have, not
only experiences, but abilities to
effect these changes," Edwards said.
_.~.=.J
"How cheydo it is-ajrklllpeople strive
for. I know, for example, that there
are a lot of things being done at
Kenyon that I had some influence in
bringing about - for good and for
bad. A lot of those would have been
done by making suggestions to a
student, which are then carried out
through other ways. In other words,
an administrator shouldn't always be
blatant and come out with: 'here's
how it should be done'; in fact, that
sometimes can be a kiss of death!
•'There are a lot Of ways to achieve
things; particularly, I think, in a
college or university, where changes
don't take place very rapidly - a lot
of times, you have to wait an entire
student generation before you see
changes. But very definitely,
leadership has to come from
somewhere.
"It would seem to me that
leadership would have to be
cultivated among the students
themselves, but ideally by working
with the senior members of the
community. That's why we spend
time talking with members of the
governmental bodies, sitting down
New Hope Volunteers:
Helping Handicapped Through Play
By BILL HEIDRICH
"It is an enjoyable, educational
experience. The kids are quick to
make friends, and they really ap-
preciate you being there. It's not
really demanding on time, and I
probably have as much fun as they
do." This is how Maiy Fountain,
coordinator of the swimming
program of the New Hope volunteers
at Kenyon, summarized her ex-
. periences from the past four years.
The New Hope School was
founded by Mr. Robert Potts with
predominantly private funding,
although it now receives some public
assistance. Local children who are
mentally and physically handicapped
yet still trainable are accepted. The
school provides a place for persons
aged 6 to 21 whose mental or physical
disability makes them unable to
adjust to a normal school at-
mosphere, but is not severe enough
to require institutionalization. At 16,
a student begins vocational education
to prepare him or her for a job in a
"sheltered workshop" program.
The younger students are trained
in the basic skills they will need to
care for thems"elves and to adjust to
life in the outside world. Much in-
dividual attention is needed by the
kids during recreational and
educational activities, and the school
staff welcomes volunteer help.
Kenyon students began to help
with the New Hope swimming
program over five yean ago when it
was held weekly at Shaffer Pool.
Swimming is now generally held at
the Mt. Vernon YMCA because the
shallow pool there is better for
smaller children. Transportation in a
college van is provided for the
volunteers.
The objectives of the volunteers
are to teach the kids not to be afraid
of the water and to teach them basic
swimming skills. More importantly,
though, they provide social in-
teraction for the New Hope students
simply by talking with them. Mary
Fountain added, "You don't need
any special skills to work with these
kids, Often theY just need someone
to pay attention to them; they're very
affectionate."
A typical swimining session on
Tuesday afternoon consists of
helping kids with new skills, such as
floating, kicking, or diving. Unlike a
normal swimming class, the children
are at various levels or proficiency,
and instruction must be very
repetitive. Howard Kohr, a
sophomore, said, "When they learn
something, they want to show you
what they can do. They ask me to
race them to the other end of the pool
or want me to watch them dive off
the board. They're a lot of fun."
After a shan teaching session, the
volunteers may join in a game of
water tag until it is time to leave.
.Cyndi Loesch, who helps with the
rollerskating program, agrees that
the kids are a lot of fun. "If you
don't know how to skate when you
gel there, the kids will teach you."
Skating at a Mt. Vernon rink is held
bi-weekly in wanner weather, with s:.
Kenyon students assisting the i
younger skaters. Another volunteer ::J:
mentioned, "It is a real ac-
complishment for some of these kids
to skate all the way around the rink
without faUing. You can't help but
share that pride and enthusiasm with
them, because they are your friends
after a few minutes."
Two students, Dave Bateman and
Terri Beling, visit the New Hope
School on Coshocton Rd. every week
with a guitar to lead a group song
session. Dave said. "The kids are
pretty enthusiastic. We try to do
songs that involve hand clappina: or
other motions in time to the mustc,
which arc a big success. Some of the
~
];
1
I
Myronposes with his "Kenyongirl~friend,"Marv Fou""n 76
students ha~ learned to strum an Haverland, next year.
autoharp which the school has. We coordinator, said, "It" ~
usually get. a lot of requests for lot of fun, as Well • a C:JMmgii Ii
songs~~he kids really are sad when we some exeretse. The kkk.,.;;n 4
leave. different from any othen ..
Dave added that he found the being a little slower to "'~t
experience "satisfying." Mark skills. I enjoy helping_."
with IFC, or with persons on Student
Council, to learn from them what
they're going 1,0 do, so that ideas can
be pet into effect.
"I don't subscribe to the idea that
students be left entirely on their own,
to let everything be grass roots. I
think in many instances it should, but
with the common purpose of
working together: the people that are
penn anent members of the com-
munity, the faculty and staff, of-
tentimes have to live with those
things that are done in the passing of
student generations."
Studenls' Privacy
Dean Edwards was asked what
parts of student life fall under the
jurisdiction of the administration.
"11's a good question," Edwards
said, "because there's no easy an-
swer. We can very easily say 'here are
areas of one's residential life where
members of the college would have to
be involved;' and clearly there are
areas where that is the student's
private life. Then I think there's a
jagged edge, or a grey area that has
always provided a degree of con-
troversy between students and the
administration. That line has
changed considerably, I assure you .
during the time that I've been here;
the rules and regulations have
changed considerably, allowing
students much more opportunity to
gear their private lives without In-
volvement with the college,
"I try very hard to differentiate
between what is the student's
business and what is the college's. I
don't think there's a constant to it.
What you try to do is wd&h what
impact, what results and con.
sequences come from what a student
does, or says."
Edwards cited the current spate of
vandalism as an illustration, pointing
out that damage is not merely
physical: a community can be
damaged by the attitudes that
motivate destructive behavior. "In
faet," he said, "in many instances it
could be a more insidious damage
than that which can simply be
replaced or repaired. Such actions
can be emulated by others, to the
extent that they make art atmosphere
that is not good to live in and work."
The same holds true, he said, for
drugs. "The use of drugs - which
are illegal, and which have to be
bought illegally - can ultimately
give us an environment that is
contrary to what we are trying to
establish.
"On the whole, I think that
Kenyon students are very sensible,
compared to many campuses.
Obviously there are abuses. And
there are those who don't think
beyond themselves and their
gratifications. But I believe that
Kenyon students deserve a lot of
credit for their willingness to engage
in an infonnal self-government."
Edwards said that, because of the
administration's "trust and con-
fidence" in students, "the amount of
surveillance and enforcement is; kept
at a minimum. This would probably
change when there is good evidence
that the trust and confidence is being
violated to a proportion way beyond
that which has been given."
Part Two, KenyoD Then aDd Now,
will appear in next week's Coltegian
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Lords Beat Oberlin Twice
But Fall to Baldwin- Wallace
ByKENTBAIN
Utilizing good ·pitching, sound
defense and a series of timely hits.
- the Kenyon baseball team swept its
tl season-opening doubleheader from
g Oberlin last Saturday by scores of 5-4
03. and 7·1. The games were played at
'!l Me Vernon's Memorial Park due to
~ wet conditions at Falkenstine Field.g The Lords' good fortune ran out on
~ Tuesday, when they were defeated 8-
~Iby Baldwin-Wallace.
i In Saturday's opener,' Oberlin
i jumped off to an early 2-0 lead in theJohn Parsons and Peter Hays off to an early start for Kenyon in top of the third inning, but the Lords
Flying Jr. #1 fought back with two runs of their
own in the bottom half of the frame
to tie the game. The key hit in the
COntest came in the last of the fifth
when, with two men on, Mark
!J:Qruu"dslammed a three-run homer
over the left center field fence to give
Sailors Cruise to Third.
In Annual Regatta
BylEFF WELLS ud PETER HAYS
This past weekend, the Kenyon
Sailing Dub co-hosted its annual
regatta with the Wooster club. The
University of Cincinnati team swept
the field with its skippers capturing
five first and four second places.
Kent State finished second and
Kenyon came in third.
Twelve races were held under clear
skies on Saturday, but ail racing was
called off on Sunday because of the
35 degree temperature with snow.
hail and rain. Ten midwest schools
traveled to Kenyon's waters at
Pleasant HiD Lake for some early
·spring competition.
Kenyon skippers John Parsons,
Peter Hays and Jeff Wells assisted by
able crewmembers Alec Pandaleon
and Nelda Dierdorrr carried Kenyon
to its best regatta finish in the team's
three-year history. Parsons, sailing
his first collegiate regatta, scored a
close second place in Division B.
The "Crash" (rescue) boat was
ably manned by Stewart Fitzgibbon,
and Steve Russell was tbe race
chairman. Both did excellent jobs.
Spring plans include a trip to
University of Toledo for 'its Spring
Regatta. several excursions to
Pleasant Hill Lake. and sailing
classes.
Small Track Team
Splits First Two Meets
ByDAVID TROUP
TIte Kenyon track team was
soundly defeated by Ohio Wesleyan
and Wittenberg last Saturday by the
respective scores of 84-67- 18.
Unfortunately for the Lords, they
will probably experience more of the
same in future meets this season.
Coach White remarked, "We only
have a handful of men and it's rough
when we go up against the tougher
teams." For a, variety of reasons,
HECK",ER DRUG
Knox County~
Photographic
and
Pres~ription
Headquarters
<R""")
Se."",~y
Deparln_ for y_
.-unci discounts
1397:551j]
Our aim i.Simply to treat
our tustome. as we our-
:t:.liketo be treated.
'For quality automotive service
.. low_
SODRlno." l_(In '''·61 OJ
,
many athletes have decided to pass
up the outdoor season. One of the
missing men on Saturday, indoor star
Bob Brody, will begin joggHq: this
week and hopefully be ready for the
second half of the season.
Co-captain Jamie Doucett led the
Lords with second-place imishes in
the mile and half-mile runs. The mile
rela8 squad took a second-place, as
did Bob Jenninp in the 100 yard
dash. Andy Homer's leap of 6'2"
qualified him for the high jump
competition in the conference meet.
Freshman Mike Dailey should be a
big help to the lordS. The Mt.
Vernon native starred in the di5CUS
event in high school and seems to be
adjusting well to throwina the
heavier college discus. asindicated by
his fourth place finish on Saturday.
Co-captain Ken Nupnt aJso retum ..
to help out in tbe discus CVC'Dt.
On Tuesday Kenyon bounced bel:k
from its opening setback with a 72-67
victory over Mt. Vernon ~rene
College. Jamie Doucett was a double
winner, capturing the mile add half·
mile runs. Bob Jennings and Lee
Markowitz placed 1-2 in the 100 yard
dash, and Markowitz also took the
220. Tim Nledermann won his first
race for Kenyon with a win, in the
three mile while Frank Dickos, a
runner experienced in breaking the
tape, captured the J:1ll yard high
hurdles and three second place
finishes. The team's next meet will be
the conference relays on Saturday,
April 10.
CAMPUS
PIZZA VILLA
427·4800
WeD"
FIoRR_~
GAMBIER
the Lords a 5-2 lead. Oberlin struck
back for two in the sixth but the
Lords held on to 'gain their first win
since April of 1974. Mark Leonard
got the victory allowing six hits while
strikinJ out ten Yeomen batters.
Catcher Greg: Heimbuch aided
Leonard by naiJina both Oberlin
runners who attempted to steal.
Offensively, in addition to Leonard's
shot. the Lords benefited from two
hits by Kent Hain and two runs
scored apiece by Jeff Bond and
Terry Brog.
Still S8\1orinl the sweet taste of the
opening win, the Lords wasted little
time in securing the sweep by
jumping out for three quick runs in
the bottom of tbe first inning of the
second game. Once again the bia hit
was supplied by Leonard, who bad a
two run homer. Five different Lords
had two hits apiece: Leonard, Hain,
Heimbuch, Jeff Kellogg and Mark
Schwartz. The biggest story in game
two, however, was the superb pitch-
ing performance of junior south.
paw Bill Mullett. Mullett held
Oberlin hitless for five and two-
thirds innmls and allowed only two
hits in the entire game. Led by an
infield of Bain, Brog, KeUou.
Heimbuch, and Harbison, the Lord
defense once again played brilliantly.
Mullett helped his own cause by
picking two Yeomen runners off first
bese.
The Lords will play their delayed
home-opener on Friday against Mt.
Vernon Nazarene at 4:00 at
Falkenstine Field. On Saturday the
Lords will travel to Allianoc for a
1:00 p.m. doubleheader against
powerful Mt. Union ..
Lacrossemen Stomp Marietta,
Foil Oberlin in Final Minutes
Kenyon's lacrosse team opened the
regular season on Wednesday, March
]I. with a lopsided IS-5 victory over
an inexperienced Marietta club. The
team was pleasantly surprised that
despite adverse weather conditions,
the crowd numbered eighteen at their
home opener-further proof that
lacrosse is the fastest growing sport
in the Midwest.
The Lords jumped out to an early
lead, as Bob Santit fed Bill Fanning
for a goal with only two minutes
gone in the first period. With assists
from teammates Bruce Thompson
and Jeff Kinder, Fanning and Samit
continued their barrage on the
Marietta goalie and by the end of the
first period Kenyon held an s.o Lead.
The lords continued to dominate
play throughout the second period.
With Kenyon leading 11-0 Coach
Heiser replaced the ltartina lineup.
Kenyon continued to play
agaressivdy and pouDCCd on the
Marietta defense for two more aoals.
Bob Samit captured scorina
honors for the Lords with three: Joa1s
Women Face
Marietta in Net
Opener Today
at 3:30
B. TANN4 MOOU
A new coachin, pcnpcct1ove,
additioDII freshmen taleDt. and •
stron8 murnina team ..n the
prospects for the women', vanity
tennis team appear better than ever.
The team wiD be led by co-captains
Tanna Moore and Carol Butt. Others
vying for spots on the teND include
freshmen Liza Benson, Macilc
Eastin, Amy Feldman, Heather GaD,
Alexandra Gordevitdt, Kristin Olsen
and Ann Szerlip. Carol 8ruJIDIU,
Barb Overby. and Cindy p......a ...
also participatina in vanity teaDia for
the first time. Iletumiq from .. -
year's team are Sue Tobin. Krddo
Knopf~ and lane WinaJu.
~ The ..... is fi<od.Mth a ohon but
intense llCIIOn tbIr Will ineIude 1IIne
dual meels In'. four _ period.
The team would areatbr appreciate
support tbis wed:, when they JtoIt
Marietta this afternooD at ):30
and Ohio Urmenit)'onSaturdlJal
p.m. The major evem of u.......
wiD come at Its c:oocIuioII'. _ ....
w-. ""... to -MlOmi l1al .......
for competition qaInst IIIofOllio"1
intCl'tOllqiate women's teams.
and five assists, and Bill Fannina bad
his best offensive showing to date by
tallying four times. The rest of the
scoriq was e~y distributed with
Brokaw. Thompson, Swingle,
LOlan, CUDIlinIbam, ADen. and
Taylor each scorina one aoaI.
The following Saturday the team
travelled north to battle the un-
predictable Ycomen of Oberlin
College. Ahhouah not known as a
strong lacrosse school, Oberlin bas
consistently risen to the occa1ion in
the annual Kenyon-QberJin face off.
They have been particularly difit<:ult
to pull away from when playing at
home and Saturday'S same was no
exception. Excellent goaltendin& kept:
Oberlin within striking distance
throughout the same.
The Lords pressured the Oberlin
defense all game lOlli, outsbooting
tlleir opponents by a 60-29 margin,
but the goals would not fall. The
aoaUe was not only particularly adept
at p1acina his body in front of shots,
but was also diffICUlt to corral once
he left the loal area. He frequently
l<ka~ the ball himself, sellina up
Oberlin's offensive pattern. Yet an
outstanding performance by the
Kenyon defense just as quickly sent
the ball the other way.
With the· score lied at 2 in the third
period the lordt began to pull away
on aoal.s by Bill Fannina and Bob
Salnit. Oberlin tied it at 4-4 in the
final quarter, but goals by SaInit and
Rich Vincent put it out of reach in
the final minutes. Wha1 the clock ran
out, the lords held a sUm but well
earned 6-4 victory.
Coach Heiser, although elated
over the two opcnina victories. had·
few kind words for the preIS upon
returnina to Gambier Saturd.v. It
seens that Sap bad..-ed aaetJy
eooup. bOfI Iuncbes for tbirty
players. two stltilticians. and one
coac:h. UDfortuDa&ely Coach Heiser
was late rcturnina to the bus aDd
found the cupbo8ni bare wbe:D be
went to eat blsluncb. The culprit 11M..
yet to be discoverer:l, but it ...
rumored that John Pfau, the Ik\rael
King himself. wore .. unUlUaUy ~
pin: throuabout tbcr«urn trip.
Men's Tennis Squad Sweeps
First Three, Looks for OAC Title
Buoyed by tbrcc impressive early enouah time to hoJd tr)'OUtl. CoacII:
season victories, the men's teDnis Steen chose the first eicht OIl
team once qain appean to be • the buJs of previous
strong contender for the 0biD The other two podtiom;
Coaference Championship. In chosen br a
matcb.. ....... CoplOl1. Ohio rouncI_ -.
NorthcmaodWoosmtthetcamwOll omore Adam Hoover ~
by ICOtCS of 1-0, a.o,lDd7~1. 1.ltted OM spot. ncr:
_wiB,Play ....
Depth $ltould be .... key to the __ betw_ KeIthKen,...·, _. Despite the Iosa of IllllI CIdp Iltoder few the
HI Bunis, 1_ ,...,. DUIDber ODe IpolODtIMt ....
Kenyon ICed. the LonIo ... fUIed In --. ,.. 1110
with talent. Flnt year COIclI Jim cbaDlpionsIlt", the ... .-
Sleen has usemblcd • lineup tIuIt uadcraoID& aD imendve
consists of sophomore Chris V.... prop •• The owfit .....den..... fteslunan Robert Cole, for .... _ IItIe lila ....
junb Doll 0rea0tY. senior ~ e1uded.- the _ \we>
captains Jono RolIudilld IllllI WaDy lKen,va __
The. and _an DanY_. Kenyoa _ will -.
Abo rctumlna from lilt yell', to -;;..;:;,u;;;:
...... sopIlomooeo SIll SieIeI. It"""
Mltc:b Dick., _ ..... w.. "'" ..
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FILMS at ROSS£
Don't Look Now
Don't Look Now. Directed by
Nicholas Roeg. Screenplay by Allan
Scott and Chris Bryant from the
story by Daphne Du Maurier. With
Julie Christie, Donald Sutherland,
Hilary Mason and Celia Matania.
1974,Color, I 10min. RatedR.
Working with elements of the
traditional horror and suspense
genres-clairvoyance, second sight,
warnings from the dead, a mad
killer-and a cinematography of
disquieting beauty and dream-like.
sense of dislocation, Director
Nicholas Roeg {Performance,
Walkabout}, .weaves a fabric of
anxiety and tension that questions
our normal conceptions of reality
itself. The evocative use of the back
streets of Venice is .a sinister par-
ticipant in the action.
Paisan
Paisan, Directed by Roberto
Rossellini. Original Screenplay by
Rossellini, Federico Fellini, Sergio
Amedei and others. With Carmela
Sazio, Gar Moore, Maria Michi and
Carla Pisacane. 1947, B & W, 90
min. Italian, subtitled.
Set in Italy, during thc allied
campaign and occupation, Paisan
consists of six unrelated episodes,
each depicting the human and often
tragic encounters between American
and Italian survivors of war. This
was the second film of Roberto
Rossellini to attract international
attention and stands today as one of
the most formidable documents of
Itahan nee-realism, the movement
that spawned the work of such
figures as De Sica, Fellini and the late
Luchino Visconti.
Rossellini's tone is subdued and his
narrative progressions truncated.
Purposefully, he avoids conventional
dramatics and resorts to gentle irony
and stylistic understatement through
which the film is unfurled in stark
and disturbing clarity. Throughout,
the graphic sensibility of his then
young assi st am director and
scenarist, Federico Fellini, adds soul
and beauty to the film as does the
haunting musical score. Underplayed
by a cast of nonprofessionals, Paisan
is stirring and evocative drama.
Ruggles of Red Gap
Ruggles of Red Gap. Directed by Leo
McCarey. Adapted from the story by
Harry Leon Wilson. With Charles
Laughton, Mary Boland, Charlie
Ruggles and Zasu Pitts. 1935, B &
W,76min.
A marvelous performance by
Charles' Laughton, and the slick
direction of Leo McCarey made this
amusing story of the stoic British
butler imported to a rustic American
frontier town one of the most suc-
cessful and popular of the mid-
thirties: comedies. Harry Leon
Wilson's book had been filmed twice
before (and once since), but never
with such zeal, wit and
professionalism.
As the ever-refined Ruggles, whose
adventures reveal a weakness for
strong liquor and democratic
principles, Laughton gives a colorful
performance, for which he won the
coveted New York Critics Prize.
TT
Others 10 the cast add flavor and
style to the production, especially
Charles Ruggles as the uncouth
westerner who "kin go jes' so fur and
no further" and Mary Boland as his
socially ambitious wife. Director
McCarey's personal brand, of
"measured spontaneity" (Duck
Soup, The Awful Truth) is perfectly
suited to the material and graces
Ruggles of Red Gap with expert
Hollywood timing and poise.
Los Olvidados
Los Olvidados. Directed by Luis
Bunuel. Screenplay by Bunuel and
Luis Alcoriza. With Alfonso Mejia,
Roberto Cobo, Estela Inda and
Miguel lnclan. 1950, B&W. 88 min.
Mexican, subtitled.
After vears of semi-obscurity, Luis
Bunuel - (Tristana, The Discreet
Charm of the Bourgeosie) again
became a leading figure in world
cinema with this penetrating study of
juvenile delinquents living on' the
outskirts of Mexico City. Under the
mask of "realism". Bunue! creates
his own nightmarish, disturbing. and
highly personal world. Surrealism is
integrated into naturalistic action,
and dreams and reality become
barely distinguishable.
The Kenyon Co/lege Choir,
directed by Helen Walker, will
present an evening of Hindemith,
Harber, and Hayden a/7:30p.m.
Saturday. April 10 in Rosse HaJJ.
Alon,9 MiUlt Path
ByPON~ASCHOENEGGE
April 8. Thursday
3:30 p.m.-Women's Tennis against
Marietta College, North Courts.
4:00 p.m.-Wamen's Lacrosse
against Wooster, Wooster, Ohio.
3:30 p.m.-Men's Lacrosse against
Bethany College, Airport Field.
5:30 p.m.-Gennan Table, Gund
Large Private Dining Room.
8:00 p.m.-Play-"Blithe Spirit",
Opening Night, Hill Theater.
8:00 p.m.-Lecture series on The
'Tragedy of Northern Ireland,
"Norlhern Ireland Today."
Distinguished Visiting Teacher in
History, Prof. Giovanni Costigan,
University of washington, Bio.Aud.
April 9, Friday
PARENTS' WEEKEND
4:00 p.m.-Baseball against Mt.
Vernon Nazarene College,
Falkenstine Field.
5:15 p.m.-International Student
Forum, Gund Large Private Dining
R,pom.
8:00 p.m.-Bicentennial
ture-"Capitalism Today,"
Kristol, Co-editor of The
Interest; Columnist. Wall
Journal, Bio. Aud.
8:00 p.m.-Play-"Blithe Spirit",
Hill Theater.
8:30 p.m.-Concert by the Gambier
Baroque Ensemble, Rosse Aud.
1O:30p.m.-Don'r Look Now (film),
Rosse Aud.
April 10, Salurday
1:00 p.m.-Women's Tennis against
Ohio University, North Courts.
1:00 p.m.-Men's Tennis against
Marietta College, South Courts.
7:30 p.m.-Concert-Kenyon
College Choit and Chamber
Orchestra, Rosse Aud.
8:00 p.m.-Paisan (film), Bio. Aud.
8:00 p.m.-Play-"Blithe Spirit",
Hill Theater.
10:00 p.m.-Ruggles of Red Gap
(film), Rosse Aud.
Lee-
Irving
Public
Street
Aprilll, Sunday
5:00 p.m.-Jitterbug. Lower
Dempsey Hall.
5:15 p.m.c--Christian Fellowship
Dinner Meeting, Gund Large Private
Dinning Room.
6:15 p.m.-Student Co.uncil
Meeting, Lower Dempsey Lounge.
7:00 p.m.-Film Series - The Ascent
of Man + The Starry Messenger, Bio.
Aud.
8:00 p.m.-Don'/ Look Now, (film)
Rosse Aud.
8:00 p.m.-Bridge Club Meeting,
Gund Large Private Dining Room.
10:00 p.m.-Paisan (film), Rosse
Aud.
April 12. Monday
5:30 p.m.-French Table. Gund
Large Private Dining Room.
4:15 p.m.-Co{/egian Editorial
Board Meeting, CollegianOffice.
7:00 p.m.-IFC Meeting, Lower
Dempsey Lounge.
8:00 p.m.-Lecture-"The Case
Against the Equal Rights Amend-
ment," Mr. William Batchelder III,
Ohio House of Representatives, the
93rd district, Bio. Aud.
AprillJ, Tuesday
3:30 p.m.-Track against Oberlin
College, Benson Field.
3:30' p.m.-Baseball against
Heidelberg College, Falkenstine".,"
4:00 p.m.-Film - The Ascent of
Man - The Starry Messenger, Bio.
Aud.
5:30 p.m.-Spanish Table, Gund
Large Private Dining Room.
5:30 p.m.-Modern Greek Table,
Gund Small Private Dining Room.
April 14, Wednesday
10:00 a.m.-4:oo p.m.-Red Cross
Bloodmobile visit, Gund Recreation
Lounge.
3:30 p.m.-Men's Lacrosse against
Ashland College, Airport Field ..
4:10 p.m.c--Senate Meeting,
Ascension 109.
4:30 p.m.-Women's Lacrosse
against Ohio University, Airport
Field.
4:00 p.m.-Women's Tennis against
Oberlin College, North Courts.
6:00 p.m.-Italian Table, Gund
Large Private Dining Room.
8:00 p.m.-Lecture - "The Natural
Superiority of Women", Dr. Ashley
Mcntagu. anthropologist, author,
Rosse Aud.
10:00 p.m.-Los Olvidados (film),
Rosse Aud.
April 15, Thursday
5:30 p.m.-German Table, Gund
Large Private Dining Room.
8:00 p.m.-Play - "Blithe Spirit",
Hill Theater.
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An Intelligent
'Dumbwai ter'
ByMICHAEL MOFFAT
Last week's Junior Honors per-
formance of Harold Pinter's one act
play The Dumbwaiter represented
the triumph of sklllful acting over
potentially tedious material.
The Dumbwaiter concerns itself
with the activities of two men, Gus
(Skip Osborne) and Ben (John
Gilliss), cockneys who 1011about on
iron cots in a dingy basement room
somewhere in Birmingham, England.
Through the naggingly repetitive
small talk it gradually becomes
apparent that the pair are hired
gunmen, waiting for a signal from
their Godot-ish boss telling them
when to do "the job." That they
have done "the job" before is ob-
vious from Gus' sketchily
reminiscent talk which also happens
to reveal a weakness toward death
which gunmen aren't supposed to
have.
While they wait, a series of orders
arrive via the dumbwaiter in the
room requesting everything from tea
to Chinese food, none of which the
two are able to provide. The orders
continue to arrive nonetheless and
the men begin to feel that they are
being tested, although why or by
whom remains nebulous. Then, in
the last few. minutes, Ben finally
receives the signal while Gus is out of
the room, The curtain falls while
Gus, hit-man made victim, returns to
the room, about to be shot by Ben.
The Dumbwaiter is a terce about
cruelty in which the tricks are
physical and the humor is visual-
the dumbwaiter and its freakish
orders, Gus' abdominal disorders,
offstage plumbing that doesn't work,
only to flush later on its own and so
forth. But it is the conversation of
the two men that is interesting. Their
lalk is as jagged and indicative as the
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lines of a cardiogram. That is, the
normal sequences of conversation are
constantly interrupted, illustrating
the childish mentality of the two
killers. But out of this conversation
one sees the relationship of one to
another- Ben is the master and Gus
the slave. Then. once this is
established. it is only a matter of
moments until everything faUs into
place and one realizes that Ben is also
the executioner and Gus is the next
victim.
Unfortunately, the knowledge of
what will happen comes long before
the end of the play when action
finally confirms expectation. Bet-
ween realization and confirmation is
a somewhat humorous, somewhat
tedious reinforcement of the
characters of the two men. But if this
reinforcement is supposed to confirm
Ben's dominance and Gus' depen-
dence it is unworthy, for instead it
tends to show Ben as merely a more
confident reflection of the bumbling
Gus. This, in turn, makes one
wonder if tile expectation was valid
and ironically the end becomes
somewhat surprising after all.
The play was too long for one act.
wbat was established in the first half
led to the logical conclusion without
need of most of what was contained
in the second half. Indeed. toward
the end the conversation becomes a
stencil of the conversation at the
beginning - same form but no
content.
Thus the force of the play lies in
the skill in which Gus and Ben,
playing on each others nerves, play
on ours as well. In this regard the
performance was splendid. In the
role of Gus, Skip Osborne was
superb. Taking time to fully reveal
his character's time-taking thought
process through exacting facial and
vocal qualities, Osborne created the
necessary blend of humor and pathos
to achieve a sound representation of
his character.
Similarly, the performance of
John Gilliss in the role of Ben was
very good. Gmiss effectively con-
veyed the impatient ambivalence ofa
man who would kill his pathetic
partner at a price. But Gilliss' per-
formance was overshadowed by that
of Osborne. for it was Gus that made
us laugh or felt sympathy; for as
usual, we all went with the underdog.
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Kenyon Blacks Suffer Burden
Of Four-Year Social Hell
differences to the extent that Win-
chester and Burrell do. "Blacks who
have grown up with whites don't feel
as we do." Burrell said. "They feel
comfortable with whites and for
them Kenyon is fine. But," she
added. "for most blacks it is a
miserable social experience I
wouldn't wish on anyone."
The steady decline in the number
of blacks at Kenyon since Burrell was
a freshman supports Uris last
statement. When she came there were
twenty. This year there are nine. "I
enjoyed it when there were twenty
blacks here," she said. "There were
enough that I felt comfortable and
relaxed. Now I rarely do." Of the
nine, five win graduate this year.
Two of the four remaining are fresh-
men who plan to transfcr after their
sophomore year. "I would never
have come here had I known itwould
be like this," said freshman Mphala
Mogudi, a South African. "It is
inconceivable to me that such a
situation can exist in this country."
Twenty to thirty is the minimum
number of blacks both Winchester
and BurreD believe gurantees a
comfortable enough possibility of
social choice for a stable black
community to survive at Kenyon.
"Unless the school is wiDing to make
this sort of commitment," BurreD
said, "they should give up the idea of
having blacks here at all. "
According to BurreD, the only way
Kenyon is going to let more black
students is through a commitment
from the Board of Trustees in the
fonn of more money. BurreD believes
that such a venture is not to be ex-
pected in the near future. Several
years ago, the Board backed a
venture which ended in dismal
failure: "They brought in any black
student who had a B average in an
inner-city high school and expected
them to succeed at Kenyon," she
said. "That was stupid. They
brought them here knowing that they
By PETER MEYER wouldn't make it." The Board,
according to Burrell, views any effort
aimed at increasing the number of
black students as doomed to faBure
before it starts. .
If Kenyon wants blacks, Burrell
believes, they are going to have to
come from the same sort of schools
that most Kenyon whites have at-
tended. "They are going to have to
come from prep schools and
suburban high schools," she says.
"Those are the sort of schools that
are going to produce black students
that will survive at Kenyon." She
acknowledges that many coDeges are
competing for a relatively small
. number of blacks from these schools.
"It's not unreasonable to assume
that Kenyon could act ten blacks a
year from these sorts of schools,"
she says. She believes the Admissions
office is going to have to work hard
to get them, but thinks it is possible.
A lack of concern is the way
Burrell chaPacterizes the
Administration's approach to blacks.
"They try something for awhile and
then drop it. They have never had a
consistent attempt at establishing a
stable bhu:k commuDity." President
Jordan demonstrates more concern
than did his Predecessor, Burrell
believes, but she doesn't see enousb
concern demonstrated over the
present situation to effect changes.
"If Kenyon wants to have blaeks, it
must offer a social environment
conducive to black neecb-. If it
doesn't care, it should say so. But it
must stop this middle-of-the-road
approach. It's been a ROOdacademic
experience, but it isn't worth the
social hell I have been througlt."
Kenyon blacks are bitter. They see
little if any valae in Gambier OW$1de
of academics and they see few signI
of any c:ha.nse In their situation. A4
Wmchester put it: "I feel lite •
tOmt. 1 am here for the edification
of the white comnnmJty and I resent
it."
"I'm so glad I'm leaving," is the
reaction of post-Camp senior
Pamoja Burrell to what she described
as the "common trauma" of the
black experience at Kenyon.
The "trauma" felt by most
Kenyon blacks is the social nightmare
of belonging to a minority of nine
among 1400. Most feel that the forms.
of social interaction are for them as
blacks different from those of white
students. "The way we behave
among each other is different," said
Burrell. "The way we talk, dress, our
concerns, these things are for us as
blacks different from those of wbite
students ."
The "differences" experienced by
Kenyon blacks are certainly not
radical, but they are sufficient to
make them feel apart from me
relative colossus of the white
community. "Most of them bave
grown up in black communities and
attended predominantly black high
schools," said Burrell. "The things
they do are totally, totally dif-
ferent. "
White students feel these dif-
ferences as well, believes junior
Karen Winchester. "They woo't
admit it. Tftey will talk to you and be
very pleasant, but there is always a
barrier," she said. "I have a few
close friends who are white, but most
students here feel us as different."
A deep sense of isolation is the end
result of these differences. According
to the blacks with whom the
Collegian spoke, nearly all blacks at
Kenyon feel socially apart from the
white community, even to the extent
of their feeling socially stagnant.'
"I'm in a social holding pattern
waiting for graduation," said
Winchester. "I never felt like a
member of a minority group before 1
came to Kenyon. It is a very bitter
experience."
Not all blacks at Kenyon feel their
I .
Committee Heads Bolotin and Mindes
Jordan Plans to Release
MA.R Report Next Week
By VICKI BARKER quality of this care. Confidentiality
and especially gynecology are areas
of particular concern. The Medical
Advisory Board cited the Student
Health Service Committee as a
source of information and a channel
of communication between the
students and the MAB. The Board is
hopeful that the Women's Center
will participate in providing
educational health programs at
Kenyon. The -Medical Advisory
Board also cited the need for a
publication which would list and
explain the services offered by the
Kenyon College Health Service. its
insurance plans, and Smythe House.
The Studeiii Health Service Com-
mittee accepts the responsibility to
publish such a listing by September
of 1976."
The Board's final report, Jordan
says, will be made available to the
student body.
The fiodings of the Medical
Advisory Board, a panel of doctors
studying Kenyon's Health Service,
should be made public sometime next
week, according to President Philip
H. Jordan.
A preliminary repor.t was
presented to the President and the
Student Health Service Committee
last week. Although the contents
were considered too confidential for
publication, Jerry Mindes and Nancy
Bolotin. co-chairmen of the com-
mtnee, issued the following
statement:
"At this early stage, the only
information available concerning the
preliminary report from the Medical
Advisory Board is that it gives
direction for further investigation
concerning student access to Health
facilities and Health care and the
Food Committee Suggests
Kenyon Renew Saga Service
Off-Campus Study Office to Close;
Duties to be Dispersed Widely
By DAVID BUCEY ministration because they .no IoBJet AnotI!et 01 Rced'. duties _ ad-
President Philip H. Jbrdan. Jr. exist.:' Jordan cited Reed's direc- visi~ senion in reaafd 10 their
revealed last week that the Off· torshtp of the GLeA overseas appbc:adon for Fulbriaht a..... _
Campus Study .Office will be program in Lebanon, non-exis~ wiD be deJeptm to Qi..... 'fho wII
abolished and that the duties of due to war In that C9Untry, and the also assume a more active role in the
resigniDa DeS Director Donald Reed campus coordination of the After Kenyon Libr8l}' aacI will -.
will be divided amoQJ Deans Thomas Woodrow Wilson Fellows PJOgnun. mere correclly tided the '00., .,
Edwards and Susan Givens Vice which will lose its foundation sup- Freshmen IIld Director of ~
President John R. O. Mc~, tbe port and therefore nOl exist next PllDIliDc.u
English Department, and DiRictOrof Yt8f,asspecificexamples. The •• outlined ......
Student Housina Ro.ss Fr'aser. In place of the fatter PI'OIfIm, denial to the request of
Jordan pledged his "intention to Kenyon will adopt a similar oaeof ita Council ..whidI eutier_.
provide the same, level of JcrVic:e to own, coordinated by Ross Prucr. JordancalHaltfortht •..., .....
students as in past yean." Jo;rdan expressed his belief that Reed with another cIlrector.
Jordan indicated that no formal Fraser's experience with the coIlep's diloloeed tbat his r,tum ....
report on the matter will be com~ residential eommunity qualifies him PRI_bispenanall ...06~~~
missioned, but that he planned to . well for this program, which wDl new Pf'OInUD, and that be
"assess the new arrangement in the feature the lifestyles of successful received further reply from
course of next year and at that point people. Council.
ask analysis of advisors and the Off- The plan places Deln Bdwuds
Campus Study Committee." with rapoDSibUity for thudYil'" of,
The new plan was developed by forcip students atteDdiN Keayoa"
Jordan after extensive conversation. whereas McKeln, with die btelpolllr,
with Kennetk Rosers, a consultant as yet utlJt8tllCd aslJistaDl...wtR aN
for the National Association of Kenyon SCudeats~fJlofJ.
Foreign Student Affairs, who visited campUS study ~"""tIt
Kenyon last month, on Kenyon's country or abr08d. free_
relationship to foman·students io. emphasized 1be c_:~~==
report issued to Reed, the OCS already achieved betweea
Committee, ProvOit Haywood, and McKean JI the
McKean. Vice President for Finance unifyina factor, wbleb be
Samuel S. Lord, itnd Dean Edwards. wiD render it: _ ~
Jordan revealed that the matter "has some obsenretI. i~
not attracted a peat deal of studeat mi&bt expea.
attention." Tbe EoaHah ~ ...
attention. .. plated iD c:barII" 01
In his evaluatioD of the OCS PfOIl'IJi. with IIJIIlJtt:"
propam, Jordan discovered that from Prof Gerald
Reed hdd, "a variety of respon.. will have: ,ct .
sibilitics which don't require ad- sojourn at the!xdefU
Members of the Ad Hoc Food Committee chewing the fat.
By DAVID McDoNOUGH
After five months of investigatmg
Saga's food service operation at
Kenyon, Student Council's Ad Hoc
Committee on Food has recom-
mended that the school negotiate
with Saga for a one-year renewal
contract.
The final report issued by the
committee stressed saga's respon-
siveness to student opinions and the
inadequate facilities il is forced to
work with.
The work done by the food
committee should "put Kenyon in a
better baraaining position" in the
upcoming nesotiation, with Sip.
over renewal of the school's food
service contract, accordins to
committee ch4lrman Matt.bew
F'"'reedman.
Freedman oaXI tIIIl DeaD Ed>lanls
"will now 1rntN' iipedfic conubeDts
and complaints thil studentsi bayt,'·
and will therefore have a better view
of the situation while &be: coUeae
negotiates with Saga. The com-
mittee's most obvious influences to
date on the food service have been
seen in the menus it has planned in
coordination with Steve Montayne,
Saga's Kenyon manager. Steak night
and Polynesian night earlier this
semester were Food Committee
brainchildren.
The committee has also lined up
other "special nights" for the
remainder of this semester, includioS
a "Bicentennial Night," another
.. ethnic night," an enlree of flounder
stuffed with crabmeat. and possibly a
year-end picnic, according to Carol
Bruggman, who heads tlie com-
mittee's menu-writing efforts. Saga
spruced up its efforts a bit for
Parents' Weekend, but Freedman
said althougb there was "fancier
food," he said Saga was not "trying
to fool the parents.... .
Some committee members ate
dinner at Denison University to
(Conli~ued on page J)
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Letters To The Editor
THE KENYON COLLEGIAN en~s iett.rs 10 th. EdUor. A,ll
submissioos must Iw ty!Wd. 771. Editor TeserlHlS the right to ftlft all
material while mainttJining the original intentlotlS ~ th. particular
sUbmission. can offer little comment until all the
All-Male Hill Defended allegations and reasons are brought
out in the open.
My solution to the problem can be
evaluted through two degrees of
intensity. One would be to have all
males living on "the Hill" and all
females occupying "the other end."
This would include all freshmen. In
this way the security and main-
tenance of the buildings could be
handled more efficiently. The other
proposal is to make Kenyon College
all mole once again. There would be
no chauvinistic attitudes to bother or
offend anyone in this case.
In any event I think that certain
women are trying to create change so
fast that the existing problems are
only exacerbated. My boiling rage is
one product of these rapid and futile
attempts to change the situation. The
two proposals of mine are jokes at
best and I'm sure the CLOK's are
also.
To the Editor:
Recent comments in the Collegian
concerning the sexist attitudes
displayed at Kenyon have bothered
me greatly. The Commiuee to
Liberate Old Kenyon, I sincerely
hope, is a practical joke, albeit a
humorous one, and is not serious
about its proposals. Each individual
fraternity represented on campus
holds many a tradition dear in
connection with its respective dor-
mitory divisions. It would be an
injustice and a shame for fraternity
alums, who constitute a major
faction of the monetary contributors
to Kenyon, to find that their
divisions are no longer occupied by
their frat chapter but are inhabited
by strangers of the opposite 'Sex. If
the individual fraternities were
shuffled around can you imagine
what. Old Kenyon (the. building)
would be like with the AD's, Delts,
Betas, and Dekes living side by side
within the same domicile! And the
poor Archons, being delegated to
Watson, would be out of touch with
the rest of the organized upper-
classmen.
Even if the divisions remain the
same, save the addition of females,
the situation would become ap-
palling. How many times has a male
gone into a women's washroom only
to be disgusted by the sight of wet
towels, nylons, etc., banging allover
the place? Yet their. male coun-
terparts seldom leave refuse around
to clutter the washroom. Living in an
all male dorm, I find comfort and
pleasure in being able to walk down
the hall semi-nude, and I'm sure no
female would be able to appreciate
my mannerisms and state of mind in
the early morning hours when Ipush
toward the restroom. I cannot
tolerate the sight of women tromping
around in their underwear either.
As for the sexist attitudes thai the
administration has been accused of, I
George Guzauskas
Thanks from CLOK
To the Edllor:
CLOK extends its thanks and
appreciation to those who helped to
contribute to what we felt was a
successful show of united action.
Those persons include both
professors and students who made
specific efforts to come down and
discuss the issues, along with Mr.
Cass, our guardian, Dean Givens,
and Mrs. Jordan, all of whom
contributed either moral or edible
support to our demonstration.
The administration feels that if a
group of independents, De. men and
women, or women, were to organize
and make it known that they would
like to live in an area in which a co-
education situation is viable, the
administration's decision-making
task would be facilitated. Awake and
move. Unless you are interested in
the now living environment, changes
will not necessarily reflect your
interests.
TIll'
CLOK
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Professor Drake's Parting Perspective
To the Editor:
Despite my own sense of pain,
perhaps laced with shame, that Dr.
Glenda Enderle, whose character I
hope I know well, was finally driven
to resign from this college under
circumstances which she
meticulously elaborates in her open
letter in last week's Collegian, that
feeling is mixed with one of
gratitude. Her statement, by listing a
series of issues of which the
degrading treatment of some women
here is but one, makes it seem fitting
at last for a man to comment and
opine. My letter promises to be a
long one, but its central purpose is
quite simple: I wish to say that my
four years at Kenyon have taught me
to see things here in a way that is in
all essential points identical with
hers. Following the outline of topics
she has produced, I would repeat
from my own perspective that
Kenyon is a place where differing
views are dismissed and excluded,
where differences in educational
philosophy and values are, in all
areas most vital to me, treated as
irrelevant or foolish, and finally, that
the atmosphere of the college is as
she suggests one which fosters only
"conservative" views, which is
fraught with intimidation, and which
is authoritarian. By showing- us that
the treatment of women here is part
of a larger, overlapping pattern,
Glenda's statement makes it seem
fitting also to say that other
statements on Kenyon's condition
made this year by Professor
Schermer and Pengra and Decker
also seem to me exact and
illuminating.
Dr. Pengra leaves, she says,
"Because I am a women, and
Kenyon isn't ready for that." My
own judgement is that she and others
have left because they are women,
and Kenyon isn't ready for that. And
men, too, have left, or have been
forced to leave, and will continue to
leave for reasons which are deeply
rooted in the underlying assumptions
and beliefs associated with "the
women's movement": a movement
once, I believe, coming to life and
now effectively to be silenced at
Kenyon. By far more men and
women actively interested in this
movement have gone in these three
years than now remain. Most
specifically, those who are not
essentially authoritarian in their
pedagogy have gone; but
authoritarianism is not compatible
with the women's movement as I
understand it. The community will
tolerate different "lifestyles" as
those are manifested in hairstyle and
dress; but it will not tolerate a dif-
fering view of what is central to the
classroom. I suspect there may in fact
be general satisfaction that such is
the case; and that is a matter Ido not
wish to argue. I speak only to the
expressed surprise that these women
should feel as they do. ~
Perhaps like' them, I feel a sad
perplexity that there is no pertinence
now in my recalling some abiding
personal and professional
relationships I've 'established here, or
in celebrating the physical ap-
pearance of "this truly exquisite
campus, or even in thanking those
few students-they must always be
few-whose seriousness, talent, and
vitality have been my chief pleasure.
For, perhaps like those women, my
sense of an underlying mood here
that is simply and effectively vicious
makes all that seem something to be
talked of, to be relished, in another
year and in another place. I look at
this place. whose physical ap-
pearance and whose stated goals are
as close to my ideal as I could well
hope, much in the way Iused to view
the lovely mansions of, say, Bir-
mingham, Alabama. My feelings at
leaving are complicated, but they are
by no means mixed. Had Ibeep more
consistent, I would have left last
year.
Still following Glenda's letter, I
tum to more public concerns, though
the perspective is perforce personal.
For two years I was Chair of the
Faculty Committee on Regulations.
Though as it seems to me all these
things fit tidily together, it was that
experience which makes me use the
word "authoritarian" about Kenyon
with no modifiers. How can it be in a
community with ourstated goals that
there be such an amazing ac-
cumulation of rules-almost all of
them (as I came to see) devoted to
protecting one or another community
member against caprice or fraud or
spite on the part of another? For four
years I served on an analogous
committee at a major university: I
hope I wiJl be believed when I say
thai the atmosphere was more in-
timate and the rules by far more
simple and humane and reasonably
enforced there. Now why? I ask,
simply, that the community consider
how it could come to be that in SO
small a place, so many things are
impossible because of someone else,
something else besides the person or
issue one sees right at hand?
"Faculty regulations prohibit
my .... " Ican't let a student who is
failing my course withdraw from that
course even though punitive grades
are anethcrna to me. Now why not?
But it is a pattern, no particular
issue, Iaddress.
,. Authoritarian." No one uses that
label of himself or herself. A student
writes that he is returning from the
Exeter program in England because
he takes his education seriously, and
there they merely give weekly lee-
tures: there are no requirements, no
due dates, nothing, you see, really
serious. He speaks at length, and the
subject is bruited in the corridors and
in the Collegian. But one does not
hear the possibility that such a
happening suggests that we had
better get busy in trying to teach our
students what independence, real
discipline, personal responsibility
mean.
I see again the Ascension Hall
corridors. They are all but empty. An
occasional conference is going on.
Last year, when my schedule so
ordered itself that 1 spent more than
forty of the week's hours in my
office, I came to realize that hardly
anystudents were around. The daily
buzz of many conferences going at
once-a familiar sound to me from
that "anonymous" State University
in Washlngton-s-was to be heard only
when a "requirement" of some kind,
a schedule, an exam result, appeared.
I have never been treated with more
respect by students. But neither have
I ever felt any disturbing distance
before, let alone this impossible gulf
of deference which, as I believe. is
accepted as the normal order of
things and is even encouraged.
Each year the English Department
meets to bewail the results of the
comprehensive exams. which show so
little independence and flrst-hand
knowledge. We discuss animatedly
whether the exams should "have
teeth put in them" or whether,
perhaps, they should be abandoned.
But the question of making in-
dependence and first-band encounter
with literature in fact the core of the
student's experience here must give
way, if I am not mistaken, to the
more important concerns of or-
derliness and "disci"'pline," _
I urge on youonly that what is said
and what is are very nearly at poles,
as near as I can see at Kenyon, We
speak, for instance, of "in-
dependence," but are not in fact
interested in it
Let me begin where it is hardest. I
was jeered at a faculty meetins
for asking if the term "cbairman" in
a committee report was Ioina to be
standardized to "chairperson." The
swelling sound, and the faces around
me, are very clear in my mind to this
day. At a subsequent meeting, the
then president reminded us aU of tbe
decorum appropriate to luOb
meetings. Somehow, thc SPCOtb
meant vll:ry little to me. Atu:r Uh:
meeting four women spoke to me
separately. One of thcm said, as I
began a stammered speech of some
kind, "Oh, forget it, Now yOU
(Continued 011page J)
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Letters, continued that a living myth-all the things we
associate with Ransom's name and
with The Kenyon Review from which
(though in its last days it was a sad
and typical academic journal) we still
gel much milease. Such myths-this
one a Myth of Learning-are worth
respecting, and lead some students,
perhaps, to fmd the reality in their
lives. J want lip service paid to the
right gods. But we ought not to try
merely to sell, but to understand.
And this community, if in~ it is
properly speaking a community,
seems. almost deliberately to con-
found the narrowly academic with
the intellectual; it has rolled back its
spotless cuffs to make sure that some
ideas-worthy ideas beating at the
heart of intellectual life in
America-will have no spokes-
persons here. The "kids" will
have no dangerous exposure to them,
save in esticeptically treated books.
The place will keep i!.§tidiness.
humiliatingly withdrawn? Will such
seriousness be shown? the service. "I think it's areal,"
Freedman said, .. that Steve Mon-
rayne is willing to take the time
necessary to help evaluate the In-
tricate workings of the food service
and make it more responsive to the
students ."
As for the committee's future,
Freedman said that it will issue a
"cumulative report for this year,"
but he added that, "I would hope
that this is more than a one-year
committee," and he has asked
Student Council President Jerome
Mindes that it be made one of
council's standing committees.
The committee will soon be issuing
two reports, compiled by Denise Fink
and Jack Markowitz, concerning the
administrative relationship between
Saga and Kenyon, specifically
dealing with the school's current
policy of requiring all students to
subscribe to Saga for three meals a
day.
Food Committee, continued
examine Saga's service there. They
found the operation there to be
lacking some of the niceties provided
at Kenyon, such as hot food and
salad dressing.
Kevin Bedell is heading the
committee's fonnulation of long
range goals, which would include
major renovation of the Peirce Han
kitchen. The kitchen, which
Freedman said had "amazingly
Inefficient facilities," would need
nearly a quarter of a million dollars
.wortn of work to modernize, ac-
cording to Freedman.
Bruggman said that the committee
had "spurred student interest" in
saga's meal preparation. Both she
and Freedman emphasized the point
that the committee isn't "out to get"
saga, but is attempting to work with
it to monitor student feelings and
implement any feasible chaqes in
know." I have not been altogether
abl~ to forget it. I remembered it at
me-occaston of the meeting '0 which
Glenda alludes at which women
facultY were "explaining their views
and perceptions" 10 a gathering of
perhaps twenty colleagues at the
provost's request. How does one
report the mood there without
seeming (I use the word carefully)
unmanly? The derisive snort, the
patronizing question, the bored toot-
tapping, the side-long glance that
says, "I knew it": these are hardly
data. Nor is the mild, courteous
question, that is in effect a wink. I
left the meeting ashamed. Afterward
a colleague came by and asked what I
thought. We talked. He said finaDy
- and he is as decent a person as I
know, "They blew it." "The
women?" I asked. And he nodded
the sober, knowing nod I've gotten to
know so well.
Finally, at the time in which Dr.
Schermer and I had been denied
tenure. I wrote a long personal letter
to Gal Crump, from Seattle, ex-
plaining my reaction and attempting
to define my feelings. Two of my
colleagues, after conferring, decided
10 open the letter: they thought it
might need to be read; Gal was out of
town. I received thai information,
and a courteous apology some weeks
later - but I cannot exaggerate how
the event brought everything home to
me. I cannot, and do not, question
the motives of my colleagues, but
simply point to an event where an
institutional role can lead to an
action which would be unthinkable
on a personal level. "We talked it
over," the letter said. I suggest that
what has happened to these women
has not always been gentle.
My purpose here has been to
suggest by clarifying and extreme
examples about which I would hope
there would be no two ways of
feeling, that people can be, and are,
handled very roughly here. It is true
of students, too. I mean to suggest
what has been in fact a real, though
by no means the usual, pattern of my
experience.
I doubt that it has been; I doubt
that it win be; I doubt that the
seriousness exists. Indeed, I am
persuaded that even despite the
overwhelming evidence at band
-given by women who put their
very successful careers on the line to
make, I beueve, just that point-the
college will continue to regard the
question of whether there needs to be
any fundamental change in attitude
and procedure here as "an interesting
one." Doing nothing for the present,
it will, I am afraid, look about with
gentlemanly earnestness for some
more women who will-and this
commonly heard phrase seems to me
to speak worlds-who will "fit in" to
Kenyon.
Ben Drak.e
Associate Professor of English
Collegian Chastised
CLOK Vigil Attracts
Praise and Abuse
It is, to my tastes, the very
brightest, creative, and most In-
teresting people who have left and
who are leaving. Many are students.
The overwhelming majority of those
who leave whose interests I know,
share a belief that the quality of our
relations with one another is central
to intellectual and personal growth,
ana that ideas spring from value-
laden actions. They are, too, in-
terested in change. So it has become
an increasingly dessicated campus
these years. Next year. or some year,
perhaps, total stasis wiD have been
reached, pure homogeneity. Then it
will be quiet as a cathedral.
A remarkable young woman who
left Kenyon at the end of her
sophomore year because of feelings
much like those of Dr. Enderle once
had come by to say goodbye. Just as
she reached. the door I asked what she
thought would finally happen here,
what the future would likely be. She
said, matter-of-factly, "They blew it,
The place will disappear."
To the Editor:
Headlining the main article in the
Collegian of April 8 "Sexism at
Kenyon" was mighty bad [our-
nalism. You were editorializing on
the front page. "Alleged Sexism" or
"Sexism Alleged" would have been
allowable, but the front page is a
place for facts oldy.
I am nOI complaining about the
editorial entitled "Awakenittp." lf
you chose to base an editorial, in
part, on Mrs. Enderle's absurd
allegations that Mrs. Kopp and the
others she named left Kenyon
because they were treated as in-
feriors, thai was your business. You
have every right to express editorial
opinions on the editorial page.
R. W. Daniel
By ViCkI BARKER University of Michigan?")
Towards mid-evening, coffee and
cookies arrived, courtesy of the
Jordans, which quickly disappeared.
Officer Cass arrived about the same
time. He stayed all evening.
Several of the vigil-keepers had
begun sipping wine early in the
evening; by the time the fraternity
men began wobbling back to the Hill
around midnight, the two sides were
about equally matched. A debate
ensued, involving perhaps ~twenty
participants all talking animatedly at
once. which lasted until the rain
began, around 2:30 a.m. The
debaters then retired to their
respective tents, dorms, and hotel
rooms.
The next morning, a maintenance
truck pulled up to the encampment
and a maintenance man smilingly
haaded the bleary-eyed protesters a
garbage bag. He returned for it a few
minules later.
By 16:30, the last tent had been
struck: CLOK had struck.
About twelve Kenyon men and
women shivered the night through in
seven tents set up on President
Jordan's lawn last Saturday night.
The vigil, which began at 4:00
p.m., was organized by the nascent
Committee to Liberate Old Kenyon
in an attempt to bring inequitable
hoasing conditions to the attention
of students, professors, visiting
parents, and, of course, President
Jordan.
AaunUng signs that read SMASH
SEXISM and MORE HOUSING
OPTIGlNS FOR INDEPENDENTS,
the CLOK \yorkers elicited lively
response, which ranged from one
passing mother's raised fist and
hearty "right on!" to another
mother's angry query: "If you think
Kenyon has problems, then why
don't you transfer'to the University
of Michigan?" (At which one
professor was heard to murmur:
"They don', have problems at the
Middle Path
Day SetI do not think the place will
disappear. I do ~t think, in the The Sth annual Middle Path Day is
words of some distressed students et 1 Sat da A·I 17 Th
th t "th . . t demi 1 5 or ur y, po . ea .e rmnunen enuse 0 . Student Center will be r 10
Kenyouv is at hand. On the contrary, open rom
my own guess would be that, to use a.m. to 3 p.m. t? ~erve as
our previous president's favorite ~uarters fo~ ~ actiVIties. Those
metaphor, there will continue to be a wuhing t~ participate ~y ~ow up
"good market" for "our product," at any tllne durin~ this 1D~al.
and that we will continue my-white Refreshments, includina beer, will be
to "operate in the black:" It is ~ ~ all day to workers aDd a lunch
the existence of the institution, but will beheld at the Student Center.
the character of tbe institution that is
in question. In all the ways in which
the question of that character is
personally important to me, the place
has indeed become less promising,
less interesting by far these four
years. I share Lilah Peqra's
view-whicb I believe to be also
implicit in the resignations of Sharon
Decker and Olenda Enderle-that
the chances of meaningful chanJe
here are SQ slim that a pel"son to
whom these issues are paramount
behaves most responsibly in simply
resigning; nor does it seem to me that
the resignations of these womcn.-tbe
courage of whose action in Uaht of
the present academic marketplace is,
pemaps, simply unknown to most
students-need be accompanied with
a Positive Program of Suggestions as
they "Work for change from
within." Their message seems to me
unmistakable. The question they put
to Kenyon is, quite simply, whether
tbe college wiD come to take tbese
issues seriously enough that such
women can find it worthwhile to
devote their own remarkable
seriousness, vitality and sknt to this
place.
Whetber the coD. is. aside from
its rhetoric, at aU serious is quite
easily aauaed not in the apocalyptic
future but just now. Have the
resignations of these remarkable
women been RSponded to, in the
usual ways of IUCh tbinl. In
Academe, by phone calls from a
conterned administrltion, IDd tty
offers of, aDlODa other tbiqs, hiaber
pay. or (in Dr. Enderle's cue) aD
attempt at restor8tlon of tbe
academic: title of AslJatant Profeaor
whidl has. _ ... dy, boat ..
In the SpacIOU.$ and comfortable
rooms of the fine faculty houses
here, or under the old trees of this
meticulously kept campus, I've been
asked four or five times this year if I
really thought there was anything to
what Professors Schermer, Pengra,
Decker and Dr. Enderle have said. I
1ook, as from a different world, at
the serious and I am sure sincere
faces, but do not know what to say
except what Iam trying to say now.
The pleasa'nt, though 10 my own
tastes isolated lives some faculty lead
here seem to me well wonh loving;
my Qwn sense is that this is the
paramount issue. Those lives are to
~ left untroubled. My own sense is,
in all truth, that the mood is
"Gambier: love it or leave ii,"
though that is phrased more sweetly.
And people are leaving 'it. I conless
that I believe the PrevaUina mood at
Kenyon as next year beains will be
one of good cheer that so many
troubled and indeed in.
comprehensible Outsiders who do
nOI understand about, among other
thinss Real Teaching, are gone. I do
not think there can be any mistake
about it in light of who has gone and
who has stayed these years when,
because of the swelling of the faculty
when the Coordinnte College was
founded, so many new faces have
come and gone: a housecleaning is
going on. The campus will doubtless
be the tidier for it. And for aU I know
tbk is a good thiAg, though I am
sorry to Iqve beeIlI burnt by it, and
am more titan sorry not only to have
some seASe of what these women
have l'teen throup, but also to think
that they baR w8$l1td their energies.
But perbepr btbcr WOmen who feel as
tJuy 40 ...... miPt have come
will take warRiDI Mid then it would
notbem ......
I am _ M o\lIUe are tinonP
......... ., ""._ a film.
authoritarian.. ItmospIaere fOf ..
childrett. ADd Klmyon '"" """'"""
Mavrodes to Lecture in '77
educators from across the nation to
campus. .
Mavrodes has edited two boob
and authored another while on ..
University of Michipn f8l:Utty:
"Problems and Perspectives in the
Philosophy of JteUaion." (ed.), 1967;
"The Ration.Uty of Betief ia God,"
(cd.), 19'70; aed "Belief in God: A
Study In the EPisteololosY of
_." 1970- He bits in_
pubUlhecf more thaD. 30 artideI.nd
reviews ia sc:bolarIy iouma:ll. eocI 11M
contrlbutc4 chaptcn t. otMr
edilktos.
m. '¥JarDlotlngula_ Prof. __ phllooopllJ of • _
Univenity of Miehiala Profeat)l\o -:a a 19&.Ph Dir«t
of PhiI"""""Otlaqe .... ~ ~~&lII1lIa:
wID he a DlitlJoIuIatied VlsltIq - ~_ ... the ~ CoIfot M.......... _ ...
_duriQthc __ ~!!e""""-
oftlle 19764'?l'ac-Iw.nie,... aDd B.lt;, ••• ~
Mavrodes will __ ...... ~ _ C ..... allIl
.eo-Phlfosophy of Ilelftioo (PlIiI. BaJtl/l<~
44) aod Philooollhioal_ of
Mysticism (PIIfI, 92-I)-u part 01
KenyQ,1l'setran to briaaouqtUtc;iiq
ToppinJ the list Dr activities are
plans for renovating the River Park.
This will involve building a rlreplace,
placing obstructions to keep the cars
offtbe turf. the erection ofasip for
the park and a senerai clean-up of
the area. Other scheduled. activities
include work on Ascension Garden. a
clean-up of the Bio Praerve. tree-
planting at tile nunery and the
moving of pines from. in lront of
Mather dorm. Tbe IFC will be Ia)'ina
a brick walle-way around the student
Center,
"We are ............. 200
students, profeuors and nlIkteats of
the commonitJ, depndj ... ..., OIl
the weather," IIid Tom Toch.
chairman of the: Buildtnll uet
Grounds Committeo, which Is
responsible for MkId1ePath DBy. Ult
was ICbeduled .. this ,..-tbe
day before Easter-in the hopos that
the weather would be good. This
provides an excellent opportunJty for
the college and community to pi:
toaether in a mutuaUy beneficial
project. We have .....,.. had ......
support from the commuaity: Mrs,
Trdeaven and Mrs. Kleht arebeadiaB
up the work on Nccntioa o.rden
and Mrs. Or_dlde oraanbeI tbrJ_01 _
t ,"
On~.
U~~
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Gambier:
Where Pizza Reigns Supreme ...
. . . And Bouncing Checks Abound
By NANCY HERROLD
Seven years ago, pIZZashops wert;
introduced in Gambier when Larry
Burnell rented the building behind
Farr Hall. Previously, a restaurant
with a wider grill menu had operated
there, but he decided to stick to
pizza. At first, according to Betty
Davidson, the shop's manager, "532
was a big night, and then it picked up
every year."
If tonight is an average night,
Kenyon students will spend about
$250 on pizzas and submarine
sandwiches delivered to their rooms.
They will pay about the same amount
on pizzas and subs eaten inside Pizza
Villa and Larry's Pizza shop. All
told, over 5100,000 a year goes from
the budgets of Kenyon students into
the cash registers of the pizza en-
trcpeneurs of yam bier. _ _ _
Delivery service was added two
years later after a student suggested
it, and applied for work as a delivery
man. It now accounts for almost half
of Larry's business. $265 was
collected by one delivery man alone
on the busiest night on record, earlier
this year.
Pizza Villa was opened soon after
Larry's by two sisters, Camille
Compton and Jolene Lybarger. Pizza
Villa rents space in Farr Hall from
the college for its Gambier shop. Ms.
Compton and Ms. Lybarger also
have a Pizza Villa in Mt. Vernon, but
have decided to close that down and
devote all of their time to the
Gambier operation. They say that
"You run into a different kind of
person in Gambier," and they prefer
working in the student atmosphere.
On a smaller scale, the Saga
Corporation also sells subs to
students with the late-night-hungry's.
Hilda Hite, who works in the Peirce
Hall Shoppes, makes about fifty
sandwiches of various kinds every
week, which are peddled door to
door by students. She said, "I doubt
they (the corporation) make much
money on them. Its just another way
to help the kids out, more than
anything else."
The Saga Shoppes are not opened
in the summer. Larry's and Pizza
Villa usually shut down also, because
such a high percentage of their clients
are students. Betty Davidson, of
Larry's Pizza, estimated that over
9OIlfo of the deliveries are made to
students. Both Larry's and Pizza
Villa are considering staying open,
perhaps with shortened hours, for
the summer school sessions this year.
But once the students return in full
force next fall, the businesses will go
back to their regular hours, and pizza
will again reign supreme as the
busiest industry in Gambier.
Pinball at Pizza Villa.
Behind the scenes at Larry's.
By NANCY BOLOTIN
Twenty or thirty dollars a week is a
lot of money to lose, especially when
the cause is most often negligence on
the part of student's, but Larry's
Pizza and the Village Market receive
bad checks averaging to just about
this amount weekly. "One boy owes
us dose to $19 in 3 checks ... it's so
hard to control, II said Betty
Davidson from Larry's. Pizza Villa
receives an average of 6 checks a
week which bounce, generally made
out for small amounts, but the total
is $50-60 of unrecovered funds a
year.
"Prior to vacation breaks, there is
a prevalence of bad checks," said Art
at the Village Market, who considers
himself very fortunate. "Our per-
centage loss due to bad checks has
been minimal." Not quite as lucky,
Larry's reported $S{).60 worth of bad
checks passed before Christmas
break, while Pizza Villa has had to
try to recover at least $75 worth of
funds passed in 2{)"25checks.
The Peoples Bank, the Storm
Cellar, and the Village Inn are
somewhat more fortunate. Mr. C.
W. Smith, manager of the bank,
reported that he has collected on aU
bad checks, and that bouncing
checks are not a large problem
because the bank is familiar with its
local customers; and students he
said. "have all been real good," '
Unlike other places, Mr. Smith did
not note much difference in tbe
occurrence of bad checks prior to
vacation times, The Storm Cellar,
which just opened this past fall in
Gambier, has not received any bad
checks yet, although the bills for
merchandise sold there are often sent
directly to parents of students. They
attribute this to the type of pur-
chasing done and type of mer-
chandise sold. .. ... It is probably
because they (the students) think
more about what they're going to
buy when it comes to clothing and
jewelry," said Owner/Manager Jean
Wyatt.
The Village Inn, which nonnally
only receives 2 or 3 bad checks a
week did notice that before vacation
tconnnuea on page 6)
Part Two
Edwards Looks at Kenyon Past and Present
By VICKI BARKER
Since his arrival on the Kenyon
campus, Dean Edwards has seen a
score of senior classes graduate, and
has seen the college grow from an all-
male institution with 400 students
and 40 faculty to a coeducational
institution with 1400 students and
125 faculty. Have students changed
in twenty-three years? In most ways,
no, says Edwards.
"As I talk to and meet students
today, I hear the same concerns, I
hear [he expression of the same joys,
I l1ear the same sorrows; and there
are man)! of .rhe same problems ...
Every student still say-s that their
professors art!la.sking far too much of
them; 'I'm tired of February;' 'I'm
tired of the smallness of Gambier.'
And it's the same thing with people
acknowledging the assets of the
college."
Nevertheless, he said, some
changes can be discerned, if one
looks carefully. "I think that since
I've come here we've gone through
some phases that are both internal
and external. Internal: a small, all-
male college that grew to about 800.
Then women came, living in semi-
isolation for three years, eventually
evolving into one institution with a
different type of campus living.
"The external changes would be
the 'complacent fifties' - the old
grey flannel suit syndrome - very
satisfied, carter-oriented, that type
of thing; up through the sixties, then
into the middle sixties when a lot of
social changes made an impact on tile
campus. and then dramatically from
'65-'66 up through 1970. And now, a
change to what mayan the surface be
the fifties: concerned about meeting
aU those standards set by home,
famUy~ and society; being very
concerned about career, but being
relatively unconcerned about social.
political, and international issues.
Today's students are much more
Ex-coach Edwards atA
concerned with moral issues and
standards.
"So you put the internal and the
external together, and you'll see that
there really has been a noticeable
change. As I look at Kenyon now, I
think it is a more superior institution.
That does not mean, however, that in
every instance of the teaching and the'
caliber of the students there has been
that much of a change."
TradllioDs
Seven years after coeducation,
students still hear whisperings of the
Lost Kenyon: a Kenyon that com-
prised six hundred men, and that
boasted close student-faculty
relationships, strong student
camaraderie, and a host of traditions
that were lost with the arrival of
women.
"I hear that myself," Edwards
said. "and then I sit down and think:
well, what are these traditions that
we used to have and don't have
anymore? And really, Ican't think of
too many of them... .
"What did happen was that the
fraternities were more organized then
than they are now; their programs
were more formal, and they did
things in units that are not being,
done today. They would meet at their
lodges and always walk down the
path singing songs ... I don't know
many that enjoyed thai really, but
they did it. It's sort of regretable -
from the observation standpoint it
was really nice to hear the voices
coming down the path. Bpt'l think
when you talk of traditions you're
talking about a campus way of life,
and the campus of 1976 is not like the
campus of 1936 ... ariywhere. There
are different concerns. Students
simply express themselves in dif-
ferent ways."
However, Kenyon was a different
college, even as recently as 1954,
when Coach Edwards first taught
four Phys. Ed. classes a day to
Kenyon men.
"Privately, I regretted seeing that
pass," he said. "I thought those were
great years. I enjoyed an intimacy
with the students that can't be ap-
proximated now. For many years I
knew every student. Now, there are
many students I don't know, and
they don't know me - and there's no
occasion for me to know them or
they know' me." But, he added,
"although I enjoyed the former, it
served its time; it wouldn't serve the
present. "
Too, the charm of that old Kenyon
- its compactness - was also its
drawback. The community "was
very homogeneous, starting with the
admissions: students came from
much the same socto-eecnc-nic
levels. 90% of the students belonged
to fraternities. They practically all
dressed the same. They sat down to
dinner and were served in one sitting
in Peirce Hall. Sure, people were
different; they were individuals. But
compare that now: there are men,
there are women; there are fraternity
persons. there are nonfraternilY
persons; there are persons desiring
the dormitories. there are others who
enjoy an apartment; there are those
who want to party, there are those
who don't. Even though bv com-
parison we might be more
homogeneous than other campuses,
we are certainly more divergent than
before.
"The same thing is true, to a lesser
extent, in the faculty itself. I think
there are a lot of different attitudes
that exist in the faculty as to how best
to achieve our education. Styles of
teaching, the (PHS program, all
different things have come in now,
both in innovative, ways and
procedural ways. I think there are
differences among officers of the
administration - not that we don't
strive to work in unison."
"Beatnik Influence"
Another change that crept over
Kenyon was of student-faculty
relationships.
"The early beatnik influence was
the introduction of it." Edwards
said. "And then the students of the
sixties got away from the chinos,
shetland sweaters, and Gant shirts,
and moved into the blue jeans and
longer hair. The leaving of the Ivy
and the change to a different student
culture symbolized prevailing student
thoughts and attitudes. Many senior
members of the community were
unable to make transitions and had
feelings of discomfort with me
undergraduate.
"Students had many concerns that
they were trying to express (or
emulate - there was a great deal of
copying. Students would profess
interest in something; I doubt during
those sixties many of them really did,
but it seemed to be the thing to do).
But I think that transition itself cut
off some opportunity for the fatuity
to maintain. at least on the social and
friendship basis. a closeness with the
students. And then the whole
business of 'don't trust anyone over
thirty', of fending off from adults
and faculty - we didn't have that to
any great extent at Kenyon, but it
was there." .
Edwards has also seen changes m
admissions patterns in his years here.
"I think the college. in recent
years, has had a diff'1CUIttime in
getting its fair share of top students
because of the competition tbat
prevails and also because of the
changes that have taken place in
higher education, Kenyon has always
had to compete with the prestigious
schools - east coast small and large
Ivies, those schools that are well
known for their academic proparnS.
"I also don't know if we are at·
tadana with the same vigor as during
the early, Chalmers years. There ia
always the possibility that one can sit
back on reputation. I'm Dot saying
this as an indictment of ad-
ministration, or admissiom, or
anything else, but facts are facts."
Kenyon may be aeeinI: sUgittly
leaner times than it did before. but
Edwards sees no need for a return to
that smaller Kenyon.
"I'm not so sure we should strive
for that cohesion and unification of
thought and action. There is
something. to me. that is basically
unsound about it. And if it prevailS
to the point that aU persons neve.to
engage in a singleness of mission then
it cuts off opportunities for in·
dividuahty, for the persons thai want
to march to a diffenm.t beat,
"In ether words, it seems to me
that it's healthy to have certIin
abrasivenesllCS buih into • 1OCietY:
and particularly. I think. on the
undergraduate level, ThcR ..",.. 10
be differences of opinion.. there ~
to be different ways of doiDi tIIfbIt;
there have to be differmt .,_ I
think if we come toptber at aD......
to be on a commoo level of deYodoD
to academic eJIlcellencc ami· ....
scholarship, "
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1- Leonard Drafted -I
By Steelers?
8y GERARD IACANGEW
Mark Leonard has not been
drafted on the sixteenth round by the
Pittsburgh Steelers.
*********
"There are only fifteen rounds in
the professional football draft,"
laughs Leonard in reference to the
rumor he helped spread 'llIJlong his
friends on campus. He may not be
highly regarded by pro football
scouts, but Leonard, better known as
"Sparky" is still numero uno at
Kenyon. When the class of 76
graduates this year, so will "the
greatest athlete thai Kenyon has ever
had," according to his baseball
coach Tom McHugh.
Leonard is not the finest athlete
Kenyon has ever seen in any par-
ticular, sport, but he is the con-
summate "well-rounded" athlete. At
the end of Ihis baseball season,
Sparky Leonard will have earned
twelve varsity letters-something few
Kenyon athletes have ever achieved.
His awards this year include AUOAC
football player, MVPofthe football
team, and the John Rinka Sport-
smanship Award in basketball. He is
captain of the baseball team, the
football team, and the basketball
team. And the accolades go way back
to his freshman year. What's more, if
he could, Leonard would probably
also play golf, in which is also
proficient.
When asked if people react to him
differently because he is such a great
athlete, Leonard unhesitamly an-
swers "no", saying that at Kenyon,
"people recognize you as a person."
If one speaks to a person who knows
Leonard well, he is more likely to
refer to the senior's personal at-
!tributes than his athletic prowess.Basketball coach Jim Zak says:
Optimism is often hard to come by
when last year's tearn record was 1-7,
but Coach Karen Burke is highly
enthusiastic about her lacrosse team
this year. Led by captains Amy
Owens and Ellen Griggs, this
season's Ladies lacrosse squad seems
to be considerably better than last
year's. So far the team has lost two
dose games to highly rated squads
from Wooster and Ohio Wesleyan.
On Thursday, April 8. the team
travelled to Wooster and came out on
the losin&. end of an Il-S score.
Nevertheless, the team should be
cited for a strong scc:ond. half effort
that held Wooster to only two aoals.
Against Wesleyan t~e Ladles once
again played their opponents to a
second half standstill, but.lost 1()..7
after coming back from a 5-2'
halftime-deficit.
Team positions are fairly well set,
but early injuries may fo'rce some
changes. The attack is operating well
with freshman Stephanie Curtis at
first home, senior Danna Dortz at
second, and Owens at third. In the
Wooster game, Bortz scored three
times while Curtis ACtted one goal
and one assist. Owens added to tne
final tally with one goal. Against
Leonard lets 100S8.
"Leonard always gave more of
himself, without expecting more in
return." One day last winter, the
Mount Vernon native performed in
the Ohio Shine football game, only
to leave immediately in order to play
the entire game of a vanity
basketball contest that oiaht.
Leonard is proud of the many
honors he receives, but keeps them in
proper perspective. He is slightly
embarrassed at being mentioned. so
often on the sports page of The
Mount Vemon News.
Leonard does not consider his
athletic career antagonistic to his
academic life. He has the time for
athletics simply because he enjoys
them. He finds sports to be a
refreshing release from his studies
and believes that the strict discipline
required (0 be a good athlete helps
him with his work.
Leonard likes the pressure of
organized athletics and deems
winning as important. With tongue
in cheek, he says that as an athlete at
Kenyon, "I've learned to lose; to
take things in stride." Yet he still
refers to sports as "a hobby." Asl
coach Zak says, "Obviously, he must
have gotten a lot of fun out of it'::-"
PaRtS
9-3 Defeat of Heidelberg Brings
Diamond Record to 3-4
By BRIAN HEWITr
In the throes of a four game losing
streak, the men's baseball team
rebounded with an impressive 9-3
win over Heidelberg Tuesday. The
Lords earlier this past week dropped
~ a 6-0 decision to Mt. Vernon
i Nazarene, then lost a pair (21-9 and
!iii 1l~7) to Mt. Union at the Panthers'
! home field. The win over Heidelberg
;;; boosted Kenyon's record to 3-4 with
!1 9 games remaining.•I Friday's game with Mt. Vernon
c.e Nazarene (at Falkenstine Field) sawI the Lords hold the Cougers to no
runs through 6 innings. Mark
"Sparky" Leonard was pitching a
masterful game, having accumulated
9 strikeouts when he was touched for
3 runs, (two of them were unearned).
Kenyon was still unable to score
when the Cougers scored three runs
through a combination of 2 errors
and 4 hits in the seventh inning. The
game ended with Kenyon on the
short end of a 6-0 score.
Kenyon then travelled to Mt. \
Union to play a pair of 7 inning
games with the Panthers. In the first
game a superb hitting performance
by Leonard increased his home run
production to four. By clouting two
homers, including one which sent the
Lords into a brief 3...(1lead in the first
~ .• '"
--;7-.
, , , .!.
inning. But the Panthers came right
back to score 7 runs in the bottom of
the first inning to take the lead for
good. Kenyon struggled back into
striking distance (14-9) before Harry
Goulder belted a bases loaded home
run. The Panthers tallied for 7 more
runs in the 6th to make the final score
21-9.
In a closer and better fielded game,
the Lords stayed close in the second
half of the double header but were
hurt when Mt. Union picked up five
runs in the 5th inning, producing a
lead too large to overcome late in the
game. With the score tied at 3-3, Jeff
Kellogg singled to score, Mark
Thomay from second putting
Kenyon on top 4-3. In that five run
Sth inning, Kenyon was hurt by a
Terry Bros error and a a-run triple by
Panther Gre Liberti. I'mat score
Netmen Sweep Marietta
The men's tennis team continued
its drive for the OAC championship
and an undefeated dual meet season
this week. Once again they had won
convincingly - this time a 9-0
triumph over Marietta.
The Lord netmen were hardly
tested in their fourth consecutive
victory of the season. The results
were as follows: 1st singles Van-
denberg, 6-1, 6-4: 2nd singles Cole,
6-3, 6-2: 3rd singles Greaory, 6-2, 6-
3; 4th singles Tice, 6-2, 6-3; Sth
singles Rothschild, 6-2, 6...(1; 6th
singles Yeager, 6-1, 6-1. The team
also swept the doubles - all in
straight sets.
Other tennis notes include 6...(1and
':1 victories for the women over
Marietta and Ohio University. TheOWU, Bortz again was top scorer team then dropped a 3-2 decision to
with four goals and one assist. Curtis Ohio Wesleyan. The men's match
scored twice, and left defensive wing, against Baldwin-Wallace originall,
Cindy "Wheels" Merritt also added planned for Saturday has been
a goal. Filling the other attack rescheduled. The team's Tuesday
positions are junior Rosie Williams match against Wittenberg should
and senior Sue Palmquist switching provide the fl!'Sl: tough cftaIlenge: oCoff at right attack wing, and
sophomore Ann Scully at left attack the season. The match will take place
wing. Alternating at center are senior Big Wally lice serves up a at Kenyon (at 3:00). Spectators can
Julie Grimes and freshman Sandy winner. ~~ to see some .?utstandins
Lane, a beginner looking extremely -'::~~"----- !5lIllll"" ~
adept at her position. A knee
operation may put Lane out Cor the
rest of the season, however.
Defense is also displaying effective
teamwork, with all members marking
well. Staning defensemen include
wings l.aura Wick stead ando
Merritt (who sustained a back inju~
this week). Senior Buffy Fisher plays
at third man, Griggs is at cover point,
and sophomore Kathy Hichcock
starts at point. Sophomore Pam
Olsyn is again the Ladies' goalie and
has looked good so far with 22 saves
on 33 shots against Wooster, and 20
out of 30 in the Wesleyan game. The
tearll's changed outlook is reflected
by captain Owens: "We will lOt
tolerate any more losses."
Winless Ladies Pledge
To Defy Defeat
By KATE BINGLEY
HARDWARE, PAINTS, HOUSEWARES
, ,AND LAWN SUPPLIES
VINl!" MULBERRY STREETS
MOUNT VERNON, OHIO 43050
(614)~t'5747
Stickmen Bounce Bisone, Buckeyes
II)'IlMGWlN
The lacrosse teet contlnucd its State for their cootest qalost the
winnina; ways OVerthe past week with always-tough Buckeyes. Kenyon
victories Over a haplbss Be,thany tearn provul equal to the tcst In its 7-S
and a strona Ohio Stak squad. The victory. The Lords CODtroIIed. lbe
two victories boosted the Lords' entire game apinst Ohio State'.
victories to four. agaiItlt no defeats highly rated squad,
and set the stage for what promises to Bob Sandt captured sc:orl.ns
be the more. chaUenging portion of honors with a threc-8O&l pet_
the season. rormance. Bill Fanning talUed twice.
Playing on a cold, windy day whicle Jeff Kinder and Bruce
before a small coterie of devoted Thompson followed with one each.
fans, the Lords easily defeated the Especially noteworthy wu the
Bethany Bisons, 14-S. The Lords Ken)'On defemc, wbidI IBIbIlld
dominated the same from the Slut, KenyOl1 to maintain • s-3 1ialItime
cackiq up a lead that blossomed. to lead, delpite pla.yina sbo1IIbIbtIcd lot
9-lat_.lJraa_lOkccp muobolthe_baIl. __
the ...... _.. bounds, CoIII:h del""" _ ~ '1 ....
Heiser _e<! .... bendI, Such laliofyiq """"" _ ~
- - 00Ir pordaDy _ ........... 100
cessCul as the KeD.yori s~ 'OM Lotdt:a.w
stretched the KOI'e to 14-5 by the their scbed8le.
game's coDduskm. Attacbnen Jeff State iR • ~ It
Kiod"'ce<lved ..... bonon _ L...lnl. 1Il$* to
four loots, while 8lII F...... Otanvllle 011 :]0
lollclwidwith thtee.llnb _.', live _, ....... '-'1t'lt'Jl>.
lllisu and the __ f-.off 1le\lJna. ~.~. ~
work of Ned 1110..... lind; Mib M..-.ms bP_
Buckman olIOmenU .... " ... , oIllCcltlloo
The Lord' tW iout\teyed OIJ _ trek
Saturday '0 tbe _urr of 0bI0 """"1011<
11-7,Mt. Union.
Tuesday's 9-3 win was a much
needed victory as things were looking
a little bleak after 4 consecutive
losses. Excellent fielding, particularly
the infield "The Freshman Four-
some". with John Harbison,_third
base; Kellogg at shortstop; Bros: at
the keystone sack; arid Tbomay at
first, really shone on Tuesday,
especially Harbison, 8$ they only
produced two errors. Leonard
continued his heroics by pitching a
six hitter and hitting another home
run. Notes on the Team: The Lords
have a combined .2SO baiting average.
while the pitching staff has ac-
cumulated a hefty S.49 ERA. Kenyon
travels to league-leading Ohio
Northern for a doubleheader, and
then will play the same team at home
on Tuesday.
Track Team
Trips Over
Oberlin
II)' DAVETROVP
Oberlin's depth proved too much
for Kenyon's undermanned track
team this past Tuesday as the men of
Tommie Smith rallied to clip the
Lords 72-64. The fact that Kenyou
captured seven events was no
comfort to Coach White, who saw
hili: team Ioae a six point lead in the
final two events.
Bob Jennings was a double winnet,
taking the 100 and 220 yard dashes.
Freabmen Mike Dailey. JabQer
Johnson, and Prant Didos were
winoen in the discus. shot put aDd
120 yard high hurdles respectively. A
dropped baton in the 440 yard relay
pve Kenyon five free points and
senior sprinter Chuck PariaIlO
recorded his rtrSl track victory ever.
Pariano was so dated that he
volunteered. himseiC to tun in the
mree rniI<. Alas, 0_ took 1.;1.3
and Kenyon'. lead bad vanished.
eo..c:aptain Jamie DouMt ru hit
best half milettme ill overa,.. to
win that .. eat, -. b <IosilJa 001
• nne lUIl8IJlICARer It Kenyon. 0\
record hoItIet In the _ m., "-
w... tbroHjiort oaptaln tIlls_
In his roar YCIH In Olnhflllo
Jamie has rouad a very low
_osphere allrrO\llldiq ..... , ~
"'__ hebos_
/nolnly lOt 1liJIiioeIt, _ no
pr ...... p10ce4 upOn JilIn to do WI
This is one reason why he feeIIIl; hi
wu • mote «'IftIi1talt runoer
scbool.
While his competidve desirehave-. his en~I-;r;~-;._ .... tIQL ..J,!
~~
~~
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'i\lon9 Middle Path
t BtDONNA SCHOENE~
April IS, Thursday
5:30 p.m.L-Germarr Table, Gund
Large Private Dining Room.
7:00 p.m.-Apartment and Suite
Housing Selection, K.C.
8:00 p.no--Play - "Blithe Spirit,"
Hill Theater.
I:30 p.m.-Chess Club Meeting,
K.C.
2:30 p.m.c--Poetry Reading, spon-
sored by HlKA, by faculty and stu-
dents, K.C.
5:15 p.m.-Christian Fellowship
Dinner Meeting, Gund Large Private
Dining Room.
7:00 p.m.-Film Series - The
Ascent 0/ Man - The Majestic
Clockwork, Bio Aud.
8:00 p.m.-Bridge Club Meeting,
Gund Large Private Dining Room.
8:00 p.m.-Kenyon Free Film
Festival, Rosse Aud.
April 16, Friday
4:00 p.m.-Lecture - "Economic
Forecasts: How Accurate? How
Useful?" Dr. Eric Herr, Kenyon '70,
Data Process Incorporated, Philo.
4:1O.p.m.-Lecture - "Probability,
or You Can't Win," Prof. P. R.
Halmos, Mathematics Depr.,
University of Indiana, Bio. Aud.
5: 15 p.m.-International Student
Forum Table, Gund Large Private
Dining Room.
'8:00 p.m.-Play - "Blithe Spirit,"
Hill Theater.
8:00 p.m.-Kenyon Free Film
Festival, Rosse Aud.
April 19, Monday
4:30 p.m.-Women's Lacrosse
against Ohio Wesleyan, Airport
Field. .
5:30 p.m.-French Table, Gund
Large Private Dining Room.
7:00 p.m.-IFC Meeting, Lower
Dempsey Lounge.
8:30 p.m.-Student Recital - Brass
Ensemble, Rosse Aud.April 17, Saturday
MIDDLE PATH DAY
1:00 p.m.c-Men's Tennis against
Baldwin-Wallace, South Courts.
7:00 p.m.-Concert - Chasers,
Philo.
8:00 p.m.-Play - "Blithe Spirit,"
Hill Theater.
8:001 p.m.-Kenyon Free Film
Festival, Rosse Aud.
April :ZO,Tuesday
3:00 p.m.-Men's Tennis against
Wittenberg, South Courts.
3:30 p.m.-Baseball against Ohio
Northern, Falkenstine Field.
4:00 p.m.-Film - The Ascent oj
Man - The Majestic Clockwork,
Bio. Aud.
5:30 p.m.-Modern Greek Table,
Gund Small Private Dining Room.
5:30 p.m.-Spanish Table, Gund
Large Private Dining Room.
ApriIIB,.Sunday
12:00 p.m.-Student-Faculty
Brunch, Great Hall, Peirce.
8:00 p.m.-Gambier League of
Women Voters meeting, Lower
Dempsey Lounge.
8:30 p.m.c-Concen - "Music For
A While," presenting Franco-
Flemish music of the 15th and early
16th centuries, Rosse Aud.
April 21, Wednesday
3:30 p.m.c--Track against Wooster,
Benson Field.
2:00-4:00 p.m.-Box office opens
for "Festival of Dance and Mime,"
Hill Theater.
4:10 p.m.-Senate Meeting, Ascen-
sion 109.
6:00 p.m.-Italian Table, Gund
Large Private Dining Room.
10:00 p.m.-Aporijito, (film) Rosse
Aud.
April2Z, Thursday
3:00 p.m.-Baseball against
Youngstown State V., Falkenstine
Field.
4:00 p.m.-Women's Lacrosse
against Wooster, Airport Field.
4:30 p.m.-Bicentennial Lecture -
"The U.S. as Regime and the
Sources of the American Way of
Life," Prof. Joseph Cropsey;
Political Science Dept., University of
Chicago, Bio. Aud.
5:30 p.m.-German Table, Gund
Large Private Dining Room.
8:00 p.m.-Lecture - Prof. Judith
Perani, Art History Dept., Ohio
University, Bailey 25 .•.
Adrich at Kenyon
11MS
-a(:--
ESSE
Former . Kenyon College
philosophy Professor Virgil C.
Adrich will deliver the 1976 Larwill
Lecture at 4 p.m., Friday, April 23,
in the Biology Auditorium. His
lecture is entitled "The Philosophy
of American Patriotism."
SHOULD OLD KENYON
BECOME COED?
A debate sponsored by the Debate
Union and CLOK. Friday, 23 April,
at 4:30 in Philcmatheslan HaU.
(This week-end, instead of
the regular film offerings,
Kenyon will be hosting the
tenth annual Free Film
Festival.} .
Cropsey to Lecture
Joseph Cropsey, Professor of
Political Science at the University of
Chicago, will lecture Thursday, April
22, at 4:30 p.m. in the Biology
Auditorium on "The United States
as Regime and the Sources of the
American Way of Life".
Professor Cropsey has specialized
in the fields of economics and
political philosophy. He is the author
of Polity and Economy, a con-
tributing author and editor of
History of Political Philosophy with
Leo Strauss, Ancients and Moderns,
and A Dialogue Bet ween a
Philosopher and a Student of the
Common Lows of England.
Aparjito is the second chapter of
Satyajit Ray's beautiful film trilogy,
which traces the growth of a Bengali
boy, Apu, from childhood to
maturity. Pother Pancholi, the first
part, was screened first semester, and
the conclusion, The World of Apu
will be shown next weekend. In
AporijilO, the adolescent Apu learns
the hard path of the Bengali peasant.
It is a particularly cruel lesson for
Apu, who seeks the life of an artist.
This story of life, death, and con-
tinuing life is portrayed by the
remarkably sensitive camera of
Satyajit Ray.
As with the other two films,
Aporijito was produced and directed
by Ray. Working with non-
professional actors and entirely
natural locations, Ray has woven a
rich, cinematic tapestry. His
photography finds beauty in so many
things, from the wide-eyed wonder of
small children to the swaying
silhouettes of distant trees, that it
more than offsets the languid pace of
the drama. Ravi Shankar's original
music and the inteUigent use of
natural sounds complete the sensorial
backdrop of the film. Kanu Banerji,
Karuna Banerji, and Smaran Ghosal
as the father, mother, and SOD, Apu,
head the excellent cast carried over
from Pother Ptmchali. An
emotionaUy evocative film, Aporijito'
should not be missed by those who
love the visual art of cinema. '- .J
HECKLER DRUG
Knox County's
Photographic
and
Prescription
Headquarters
O?~)
Se. <Nt PhotographY
Deparimentlor y.ar
..... d disc"""'l
- tJO.Ii<I .. _~
1397:"15
Bouncing checks, cent.
time, the number may go up to 6
weekly. "I have no complaints about
it," said Jim McCarter of the v.t.,
"because most of the time it's just
an oversight" and not a "pre-
meditated" act. Mr. Smith felt
that students, in a hurry, "don't keep
an accurate account on their check
stub" or "don't see that they're
overdrawn." Larry's and the Pizza
Villa both agreed that students don't
intentionally write a check that will
bounce. Art, from the Vilfage
Market, attributed the oversights to
poor bookkeeping, noting that there
was "no malicious attempt to
defraud." Students "use it as a
means of borrowing money for a
while."
Those whose signatures are on
checks that-have bounced are almost
always students. Both pizza
establishments have a list of these
students, and in cases of recurring
offenders, Larry's will not accept
checks until the next school year.
There is a $5 charge for passing bad
checks at Larry's, Pizza Villa, and
the V. I., and students are warned of
a $2 charge by the bank for un-
sufficient funds. Not only is it "quite
a chore" to recover the money, but it
often takes months. If the student
cannot be contacted by phone or
mail, the parents are contacted. They
always pay. While Larry's has had no
trouble with parents, Pizza Villa has
dealt with several parents who had
difficulty believing that their children
could have possibly passed a bad
check. Most shops don't like to press
charges, for as Betty Davidson
noted, students "are our main
customers." She cited cases in which
it took up to 2 years to catch up with
the perpetrators; "but J get them. I
keep at it."
Of course, there is some money
which is never recovered, but
through the persistence of the
businesses and the cooperation of
both the bank and the students, most
funds are recovered. Village Market
Art had only four checks last year for
which he could not collect, and these
were turned into bad debts on income
tax .
Because there are few recurring
names, and because the businesses
recognize the frequent and unin-
tentional oversights by students,
Kenyon lD's are the (;mly fonn of
identification required by most
Hours: 12-5 Daily
Homespun Sweaters
AfghansRu.9 HooI\jng Suppies
COmplete ·supplies &.yarns for d<ritIing & Croohet
Hals-Hats-Hats
200 [lit BrnlllynSli'eet Ge.bler, Ohio
hVt .....-~~-
~,.,.
~~::gE~~C~
One S. Main St.·, 2nd 'floorl First-Knox N.tjonat I:Ier* .
MOI,Int Vernon.
Complete Reservation·And:'
Ticketing Service Wlth
• No Service Charge.
fLV(~@VE:
Custom oesilJ\led Jewelry
Handthrown I< Built Pottery. -
CorMrof East High I< GayStreets
ioUNTVl!lt~· '
U.Si30 Monday, l'Uesdlly, WedoesdllY·
FridaY I< saturday.
CIosed'Th .. sday I< Sun!lav
THE
ACCENT HOUSE_ .........,.--. " .. ' .... "
Believing that good design d~es not belong to just one period
of time, Eileen Engel, the owner, has made available to the
people in this area .the finest of lamps, pewter, stainless steel,
c1o~ks, crystal and enamel ware from Europe and America.
Wall units are available on order in Teak, Walnut and
RoseWOOd.
There is much more to find at The Accent House
Open 6 days a week from 10:00 to 5:30
405 N. Main St., Mt. Vernon, Ohio
places. Perhaps the V .J., which often
requird more thorough iden-
tification because of the drinking
age, cuts down its risk of receiving
bad checks. The other places sell
food, a commodity which Kenyon
students will jump at the chance to
consume. But as Village Market Art
said, "for the most part the mer-
chams' attitude is one of faimess;
students respond in kind. This isn't
to cast dispersions ·on d'ose in town
who have been having trouble. Said
Betty Davidson, we "don't want to
penalize the students as a group,"
because you "can't punish all for
what a few do."
CAMPUS
PIZZA VILLA
427·4800
FARR HALL
GAMBIER
